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Cruise For Two
Second Prize: RCA Video Cassette Recorder
Third Prize:
Litton Microwave Oven
Fourth Prize: 50 Luggage Sets
Fifth Prize:
"100 Calculators
Sixth Prize:
-,000 PTS T -Shirts

Enter the PTS 1980 Sweepstakes as many times as
you wish. Increase your chance of winning by

returning the official entry blank that you will
receive with every tuner you have repaired
between now and the contest closing.
No purchase necessary to enter.
The PTS 1980 Sweepstakes opens
May 1, 1980 and closes
July 21, 1980.
Mail entries to:
PTS Tuner Sweepstakes
P.O. Box 489
Brazil, IN 47834
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PTSAll entrants

agree to abide
-moglIMIIINv
by rules. The PTS
1980 Sweepstakes is open to TV
servicing dealers/technicians throughout
the United States. A copy of official
rules is available from contest headquarters. Employees of PTS Electronics
and its subsidiaries, authorized
distributors and its advertising
agencies are not eligible to participate.
No purchase is required. Reasonable
facsimile of official entry blank is acceptable. This contest is void where pro-

hibited by law. All
federal, state and local
laws apply. Entries
must be postmarked
no later than
July 21, 1980.
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For the PTS location

nearest you, see
servicenter guide
ol next page.

annual report states. And due to the un-

PTS
SERVICENTER
GUIDE

IRDUSTRY
REPORT
Florida Sets 16th Annual Meeting
The Florida Electronic Service Associa-

tion has announced its 16th annual
MIDWEST

PACIFIC

Home Office
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47401
5233 S Hwy 37, P.O.272

SACRAMENTO
North Highlands, CA 95660
6131 Watt Ave., P.O. Box X
916-334-2012

812-824-9331

CLEVELAND
Parma, OH 44134
5682 Slate Road
216-845-4480
KANSAS CITY, KS 66106
3119 A. Merriam Lane.

P.0 6149

SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
5111 University Ave..
P.O. 5794
714-280-7070

612-824-2333
ST. LOUIS, MO 63130
8456 Page Blvd.,

said, " ... Zenith has contracted to manufacturer decoders to unscramble over
the air subscription television . . In addi-

tion, plans are now underway for the
introduction of a line of cable television

NORTHEAST

manufacturer "rap" session, an insurance seminar, the election and installation of officers and a board of directors

SPRINGFIELD

meeting.

scribers."

206-575-3060

14745 W 8-MIle Rd
313-862-1783
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49501

1134 Walker N W
P.O 1435
616-454-2754

CINCINNATI, OH 45216
8172 Vine St.. P.O.16057
513.821-2298

MILWAUKEE, WI 53218
7211 W Fond do Lac
414464-0789
COLUMBUS, OH 43227
4005A E. Livingston
614.237-3820

INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202
1406 N Pennsylvania Ave
317-631-1551

DAVENPORT, IA 52803
2024 E River Dr.
319-323-3975
OMAHA, NE 68104
6918 Maple SI
402-571-4800
CHICAGO, IL 60659

Westfield, MA 01085
300 Union St.. P.O.238
413-562-5205

PHILADELPHIA
Yeadon, PA 19050
548 Penn St P.O.129
215-6221450
PITTSBURGH, PA 15202
257 Riverview Ave W
P.O 4130
412.761 7648
ELMWOOD PARK, NJ 07407
158 Market SI P.O.421
201.791-6380
BALTIMORE, MD 21215

5505 Reisterstown Rd..
P.O 2581
301 358 1186
BOSTON

5744 N Western Ave
312-728.1800

SOUTH
CHARLESTON, SC 29411
3839 Rivers Ave.
P.O 10203
803.554.8434
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32210
1918 Blanding Blvd .

P 0 7923
904-389-9952

WASHINGTON, DC
Silver Spring, MD 20910
8950 Brookville Rd.

Arlington. MA 02174
1167 Massachusetts Ave..
P.O.371
617-648-7110
BUFFALO, NY 14214
299 Parkside Ave
716-837-1656

MOUNTAIN
DENVER
Arvada, CO 80002

4958 Allison St
303.423-7080

SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84106
1233 Wilmington Ave
CHARLOTTE, NC 28225
P.O.6218
2542 Lucena St P.O.5512
301-565-0025

801-484-1451

704-332.8007

BIRMINGHAM, AL 35201
210 N 9th St., P.O. 1801

PHOENIX, AZ 85009

2916 W McDowell Rd.
602-278 1218

205-323-2657

TUCSON, AZ 85719
801 E. Broadway
602624-6493

MEMPHIS, TN 38104
1289 Madison Ave.,
P 0 41043
901.726-1260

NORFOLK, VA 23504
3118 E Princess Anne Rd
804-625-2030

NEW ORLEANS
Metairie, LA 70004
3920A Airline Hwy..
P O. 303
504-837-7569

TAMPA, FL 33690
2703 S MacDill. P.O.14301
813-839-5521

NASHVILLE, TN 37214
2426A Lebanon Rd.
615-885-0688

More information is available from
FESA by writing 13850 Walsingham

NESDA Announces Program

ation -International (ETA -I) has set July

Agenda

11 and 12 as the dates for its annual

The annual weeklong Electronics Service Convention sponsored by
NESDA/ISCET will be headquartered
this year in Louisville's Galt House.
The convention, August 18-23, will be
highlighted again by a business man-

convention which will be held this year in
Ames, Iowa.

agement school, technical seminars, the

Hastings. Certification exams, electronics instructors conferences and

national service conference-which is a
general discussion of the state of the
industry-and many social events.

211111

Among the technical session topics

sored by ET/D magazine on the 18th. A

new feature for this year's convention
will be a conference for electronics instructors featuring such subjects as cur-

riculum development, program standards, and student motivation.
Registration fees are $110 for a single
formation for individuals or companies is

available from NESDA, 2708 West

weimis
OMMIIIIIIIIIIIM

S
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election of officers will take place during
the two days.
will be satellite ground station receivers,

Berry, Ft. Worth, Tex., 76109.
In a separate announcement, NESDA
reports its new booklet, Careers in the
Electronics Industry, is now available
from the office of the International Society of Certified Electronics Technicians.
The publication covers such things as

cost is 10 cents per copy.

L i.

format will follow that of previous educational sessions held in Indianapolis and

Kicking off the week-long activities will

LONGVIEW, TX 75601
110 Mopac Rd., P.O.7332
214-753-4334
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73147

ism
lism
111

According to Ron Crow, ETA's director of certification,

be the annual golf tournament spon-

and $200 per couple. Registration in-

405-947-2013
HOUSTON, TX 77207
4326 Telephone Rd.,
P.O.26616
713-644-6793

converters for use by cable TV sub-

ETA -I Picks Ames as
Convention Site
The Electronic Technician's Associ-

SOUTHWEST

4509 N W 10th P.0 74917

"In another diversification," Zenith

Road (E), Largo, Fla. 33540.

job opportunities, pay, employment
outlook, and working conditions. The
N um

capacitance format video disc player,
Zenith said it expects the video disc
player to be a significant business opportunity during the 1980s. "We intend

FESA's three-hour long business management school.
Other activities scheduled during the
four -day event are a dealer -

988 Industry Dr., Bldg 28
P.O. 88831. Tukwila Branch

314-428-1299
DETROIT, MI 48235

RCA to market the RCA developed

day's activities will be highlighted by

213-634-0111

PORTLAND, OR 97213
5220 N.E.Sandy Blvd.
P.O. 13096
503-282-9636
SEATTLE, WA 98188

P.0 24256

meeting opens Thursday July 10 with
four technical seminars scheduled. Also
during the first day there are plans for a
CET test for those hoping to qualify. Fri-

dend to 15 cents.
In an overview of its operations during
1979, Zenith reported the acquisition of
the Heath business and the formation of
Zenith Data Systems to concentrate on
the development and marketing of small
computer systems.
In commenting on its agreement with

to be an important factor in this market."
Zenith plans to begin selling the players
by mid 1981.

LOS ANGELES
Paramount, CA 90723

7259 E Alondra Blvd,

911831-1222
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408
815 W Lake St.,
P.O.8458

meeting for Don CeSar's Beach Hotel at
St. Petersburg Beach, Fla., July 10-13.
According to a FESA spokesman, the

certain economic outlook at this time
Zenith has reduced its quarterly divi-

Zenith Reports Reduced
1979 Earnings
Despite record sales of $1,075 million in

1979, up $980 million, Zenith's 1979

PTS ELECTRONICS, INC.

earnings fell 23 cents to $1.01 per share

Circle No. 102 on Reader Inquiry Card

due to increased labor, materials and
interest expenses, the company's 1979

Microwave oven familiarization, VTR
alignment, Micro computer servicing
and troubleshooting digital IC circuits.
Scheduled business session topics will
be managing your technicians, hourly
rate setting, calculating your productivity, and service shop advertising.
Further information is available from
ETA, 7046 Doris Dr., Indianapolis, Ind.
46224.

NATESA Slates Convention
Program
NATESA's Executive Director Frank
Moch has announced this year's program agenda for the association's annual convention Aug. 7-10, at Ramada,
The O'Hare Inn, in Chicago.
An extended business management
session will occupy one of the days. Included in the presentations will be a report by the RCA Service Company on
profitability in the industry; a round table
discussion to explore specialization versus diversification; and a program on
financial management.
Also included is a general overview of
electronic servicing in the 1980s and this
ETID - May 1980 I 1
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ECG, RCA AND GE
SEMICONDUCTORS SOLVE SERVICE PROBLEMS.

MCM SEMICONDUCTORS

SOLVE THOSE SAME PROBLEMS AND COST LESS.
MUCH LESS.
Here's Proof! SAVE UP TO 40% ON 10 OR MORE OF THE SAME ITEM!
ECG is a registered trademark of GTE Sylvania.
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1-800-543-3528

639 Watervliet Avenue, Dayton, Ohio 45420

Ohio Watts 1-800-762-3418
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session will deal with such topics as
types of equipment that will be needed,
education, anticipated products and circuitry, and a presentation by the Elec-

There are no keys either. Instead of a
keyhole there is a calculator keyboard
near each door-simply type in the code

combination and the door opens autronic Industries Association on what tomatically.
they are doing related to the service inIn case anyone is asking-is there a
dustry.

place for consumer electronics repair in

Preceeding the opening of the con- the home of the future? Take a guess.
vention will be the annual golf tournament sponsored by ET/D magazine. Collins Gains Medal of Honor
Registration will be $35 per person.
Arthur A. Collins, a pioneer in the application of electronics communications for

House of Future Features
Computer Technology
The "house of the future," a modernistic, energy efficient unit now open to
the public in Phoenix, Az., leaves little
doubt as to the role of consumer electronics in the American home of the fu-

aviation and specialized military uses
and founder of the Collins Radio Company, has been named winner of the

Electronic Industries Association's
highest award, the EIA Medal of Honor.

In 1931 Collins founded the Collins

Radio Company and during the next 40
ture.
years built it into one of the nation's
Within the walls of this solar oriented major electronics firms. He currently is
environmental system is a sophisticated chief of the Arthur A. Collins Corporamicrocomputer control system designed tion, a company which conducts reand implemented by Motorola's con- search and development in communisumer strategic marketing group.
cations in Dallas, Tex.

The home itself, by Presley of

Arizona, and designed after consultation

Matsushita Sets Sales/Earnings

with the Frank Lloyd Wright
Foundation, uses theories spawned by
the leading edge of sociology, ecology
and technology to "show the public an

Records

alternative to the homes they were used
to," according to the developer.

The microcomputer control systems
monitors five functions. They are environmental control, security, electrical
load switching, energy management,
and information storage and retrieval.
According to spokesman for the project, the computer can open doors and
windows for passive heating or cooling.
"There are three different ways to actively heat the house-solar, heat pump,
and resistive electrical heating. There
are three different environmental zones
within the structure and different temperatures can be maintained in each.
"Most of the system's security functions are carried out by sensing the state
of smoke and motion detectors located
in almost every room. Motion detectors
can be used even to turn lights on or off
depending on the direction of the motion

into, or out of a room.

Matsushita Electric, the giant Japanese
electronic -industrial firm, says 1979 results showed record sales and earnings.
Sales of $9.38 billion in 1979 were up

9.2% and earnings of $390.4 million
rose 9.3% over 1978, according to the
company's financial statement.

Consumer electronic products, including TV, VCRs, and audio equipment

lead the firm's sales gains. Consumer
electronic sales of $4.1 billion were up
9%. according to Matsushita, consumer
electronics comprises 43 per cent of its
total world-wide business. ET/D

Correction

In Sony for '80 (Feb. '80, ET/D),
two illustrations contain errors.
Corrected data from Sony indicates the channel up and down
function designations at pins 23
and 24 of IC032 to be reversed in
Fig. 2, as are the same functions
on 16-17 and 18-19 of IC 2002 in
Fig. 6.
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MAKE SURE you get paid for every
inch of wire sold
EXACT MEASURING is a must when
retail coaxial cables, audio

cables, and electronic/electrical

Robert L. Edgell, Chairman
Richard Moeller, President

wires. You can work confidently and

Lars Fladmark, Executive Vice President

quickly ... yet keep close control ...
with HYKON WIRE METERS and
REELS set up on a counter or as a
portable combo. Wire up to 1" diameter pulls from stock through the
meter onto take-up reel for neater
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Catch the fastest C- meter under '200
...the autoranging 830
It's happened again. B&K-PRECISION
was the first company to offer a lab quality C -meter for under $150, now
we're first with autoranging for under
$200. The new Model 830 autoranging
capacitance meter is fast, accurate and
built with famous B&K-PRECISION
dependability.
The 830 offers features that are tough
to match at any price, such as 0.1 pF
resolution, large 3% digit LCD display
and fuse protection against charged
capacitors. Basic accuracy is 0.2%,
much greater than the tolerance
of most capacitors.
Ease of operation is another strong
suit for the 830. On the production line,
even untrained workers can be quickly
instructed on proper operation, making
the 830 ideal for component sorting
and selection. If capacitors to be measured are limited to a narrow value

added time saver. This feature, along
with the fast reading time of the instrument, makes the 830 especially valuable
for incoming inspection applications.
On the engineering bench, the 830 is an
excellent means of pre -testing critical
capacitors.
For applications suited to manual
ranging, B&K-PRECISION offers the
820 at an even lower cost. In fact, for
the cost of some autoranging units, you

range, the "range hold" capability of the
830 can freeze it onto one range-an

could almost purchase both the 820 and
830! The 820 also provides 0.1 pF
resolution. With full 4 -digit LED
display, readings extend to 1 Farad.
With either B&K-PRECISION
C-meter,you can measure unmarked
capacitors ... verify capacitor tolerance
... measure cable capacitance ... select
and match capacitors for critical circuit
applications... sample components for
quality assurance ... measure complex
series -parallel capacitor networks ...
accurately set trimmer capacitors ...
check capacitance in switches and other
components. Both instruments have
front -panel lead insertion jacks for
fast in -out testing.
Optional accessories for the 830 and
820 include a rechargeable battery pack,
AC charger and carrying case. For more
information, see your local distributor
and see why B&K-PRECISION is
now the leading supplier of digital
capacitance meters.

:PRECISION DYNASCAN
CORPORATION
6460 W. Cortland Street Chicago, IL 60635 312/889-9087
International Sales, 6460 W. Cortland Street, Chicago. IL 60635 USA: TELEX: 25-3475
Canadian Sales, Atlas Electronics. Ontario

Model 820

$140

Model 830 $199

OYNASCAN
coRpops, ION

E3:30

ALITORANG'NG
CA pAciTANC
1

METER
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Despite the fact the Federal CommuMAGNAVOX GETS AM STEREO NOD.
nications Commission has selected Magnavox's system of AM Stereo to
be the industry standard over competing technologies from Motorola,
Belar, Harris and Kahn, there won't be any headlong rush into the
For one thing manufacturers need time to rid invennew concept.
tories of conventional AM devices and then there is the case of
already depressed audio compact/stereo FM sales. While Magnavox
refused any comment on the decision or speculation as to when AM
stereo broadcasting would begin, several observers indicated dates
way past mid 1981 due to lengthy hearings, appeals, and possible
court actions that may develop.
Sony Chairman Akio Morita says
SONY KEYS ON RESEARCH AND VIDEO.
company's future will be heavily into semiconductor research technology and video and magnetic tape products. Sony plans to up new
facilities spending 50 per cent to $200 million annually following
1979 results which showed Betamax accounted for about 20 per cent
Meanwhile, first
of firm's revenues --second only to TV business.
quarter results for 1980 showed consolidated net up an incredible
343 per cent to $79 million.
TALKS ON HOME EARTH STATION PROJECT END. Negotiations between
Comsat and Sears involving the creation of a direct to home satelwhich apparently would
lite television system
have been the installation and service organization for Comsat's
rooftop satellite antenna system, felt a seven -to -10 year delay for
Comsat,
a return on their investment was simply not good business.
however, says it is proceeding with the idea and talks are currently underway with other parties.
MAGNAVISION ADDS 8 NEW MARKETS. Magnavox video disc players will
be available in a total of 16 U.S. markets by mid May, according to
company statement which says St. Louis, Tampa, Denver, Detroit,
Portland, Cincinnati, Kansas City, and Knoxville are the latest to
By the end of the year, Magnavox says, Magnavision will
be added.
The stereo capability of
cover 65 per cent of all TV households.
the Magnavision optical player is thought to be the ace in the hole
by company officials who say 90 per cent of all current Magnavision
owners also own stereo hi-fi equipment.

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATIONS BECOMES GLOBAL. Continental
Specialties Corporation, a manufacturer of electronic test instrumentation, has announced a name change. According to President R.
J. Portugal, the firm will henceforth be known as Global Specialties Corporation.

WESCON, sponsored jointly by the Institute of
WESCON SOLD OUT.
Electrical and Electronics Engineers and the Electronic Representatives Association, has sold out all space for this year's show
Sept. 16-18 at Anaheim, Calif. The show annually attracts some
45,000 engineers, industry execs, and marketers.
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Facts from Fluke on low-cost DMM's

Conductance:
What it is, and what it can do for you.
We've often referred to
conductance as the "missing function"
in DMM's - the capability so many of
you have wanted in a DMM but
couldn't find until we introduced the
8020A Analyst.

Since its introduction, the Fluke
8020A has become the world's
best-selling DMM. And four more
low-cost models with conductance
ranges have been added to our line. But
you'll still find this function only on
Fluke DMM's.

Simply stated, conductance lets
you make resistance measurements
far beyond the capacity of ordinary
multimeters. Until the 8020A, there
was no way to make fast, accurate
readings from 20 MU to 10,000 MO ranges typically plagued by noise

pickup. Yet, measurements at these
levels are vital in verifying resistance
values in high -voltage dividers, cables
and insulators.
With conductance, the inverse of
ohms, which is expressed in Siemens Fluke DMM's can measure extreme
resistances. Simple conversion of
direct -reading conductance values,
then, yields resistance measurements
to 10,000 MO (and
100,000 MS2 with

the 8050A),

without

special shielding and using standard
test leads.
Here the 8020A is being used to
check leakage in a teflon pcb. With a
basic dc accuracy of 0.1% and an
exclusive two-year warranty, this
seven -function handheld DMM has
made hundreds of new troubleshooting
techniques such as this possible, and
more are being discovered every day.
For more details, call toll free
800-426-0361; use the coupon below;
or contact your Fluke stocking
distributor, sales office or
representative.

FLUKE
8020A

Multimeter

IN THE U.S. AND NON EUROPEAN COUNTRIES:
John Fluke Mfg. Co.. Inc.

IN EUROPE:
Fluke (Holliind)

P.O. Box 43210 MS # 2B

P.O. Box 5053, 5004 EB

Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043

Tilburg, The Netherlands

(206) 774-2481
Telex: 152662

(013) 673 973
Telex: 52237

Please send 8020A specifications.

Please send all the facts on Fluke
low-cost DMM's, including the
conductance application note.

Please have a salesman call.
Name

Title

Mail Stop

Company
Address

State

City

Telephone (

)

For literature circle no. 111.

Zip

Ext.
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SERVICE SEI1111111R
RCA
RCA CTC 87, 88, 96, 97 vertical deflection troubleshooting
The vertical deflection system consists of a high grain power

amplifier whose output drives the series -connected yoke
(controlled by a free -running RC relaxation oscillator). The
vertical oscillator acts as a switch to discharge ramp capacitor
C3110. The vertical oscillator is not dependent on feedback
from the output to sustain operation.
For the purposes of explanation, the entire vertical amplifier
system can be thought of as an operational amplifier, having

extremely high gain and two inputs-one inverts the output
signal with respect to the input and one does not. A negative
feedback path consisting of current sampling resistor R3123
(1 ohm) and 100 -ohm resistor R3125 delivers a sample of
yoke current to the inverting input of the operational amplifier.

The effect of the negative feedback is to linearize the
vertical deflection yoke current, as well as stabilize the gain of
the amplifier. A secondary voltage supply of -15 v is developed by the voltage divider action of the vertical output de-

vices. (This is the "auxiliary" voltage source to which the
vertical oscillator is ground referenced.)

The input signal for the operational amplifier is a 60Hz
sawtooth signal produced by the charging and discharging of

"ramp" capacitor C3110. Notice that capacitor C3110 is
charged from the 30-V source through resistor R3127 and the
vertical height control, R3081A. Because of the high closed loop gain of this amplifier circuit, the actual sawtooth voltage

developed by capacitor C3110 is limited to approximately 1 V
p -p. This sawtooth signal drives the non -inverting ( +) input
(03017) base) of the amplifier. Any nonlinearity in the output
sawtooth waveform is cancelled by the feedback signal applied to the amplifier is a 55 V p -p signal to drive the vertical
yoke. The output signal is a 55 X gain replica of the input signal
which is modified by the retrace switch circuit.

Test procedure
Place service switch in "service" position. This establishes a
common or static condition for performing checks.
Check B+ supplies to the vertical circuit.
+27 V (junction of R3156 and CR3106)

+180 V (PW 3000-M1)
-30 V (PW 3000-J1)-will read about -37 v when vertical
deflection is unloaded (service switch in "service" position).
Step 1. Check Point: Measure the vertical output midpoint
voltage (junction of Q3022 emitter and Q3024 collector-PW
3000-Y1); Expected Results: Normal reading is about half of
-30 V source voltage (-17 to -18 v); Conclusion: A normal
voltage is proof of correct fixed bias on the error amp and
normal conduction of the error amp pre -driver and top and
bottom drivers. Normal midpoint voltage also proves neither
output transistor is shorted.
Step 2. Check Point: Using a 470 ohm resistor, "tickle" the
emitter/base junction of the error amp 03017; Expected Results: This should produce full up and down movement of the
horizontal line; Conclusion: This confirms normal operation of
the error amp pre -driver, top and bottom drivers, continuity of
the yoke circuitry, and again confirms neither output transistor
is shorted. Successful completion of this check.
Step 3. Check Point: Monitor the midpoint voltage while
momentarily shorting together the emitter/base junction of the

Shown here: XL100 Horizontal Color TV Module
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error amp Q3017. Expected Results: The voltage should be to

+15 V and decay to +1.5 V. Conclusion: This proves the
retrace switch Q3020 is turning "on."
NOTE: Do not prolong this check as the retrace switch is
saturated. Also, in chassis employing a fixed resistor (R3156,
18 ohm) in place of PTC 3001, the voltage will not decay.
Step 4. Check Point: Short the emitter to the collector on the

error amp Q3017. Expected Results: The midpoint voltage
should go to the -30 V source potential (about -37 V). CONCLUSION: Full -30 V source voltage at midpoint under these condi-

tions indicates the bottom driver/bottom output stage is conducting.
Step 5. Check Point: Measure the voltage drop across the
retrace switch Q3020 collector load resistor (thermistor PTC
3001 or fixed resistor R3156). Expected Results: The voltage
drop normally is .05 to .1 V. Conclusion: A normal reading
indicates the top output Q3022 is conducting. A high reading
(around 1 V) indicates a top output 03022/top driver Q3021
circuit defect (probably open), or a shorted 03020.

Oscillator operation
The vertical oscillator is a relaxation type: it consists of NPN
transistor Q3015 and PNP transistor Q3016. The free -running

frequency is determined by an RC network consisting of
capacitor C3102 and the combined resistance of R3102 and
the vertical hold control.
The vertical oscillator is basically a switch that discharges
ramp capacitor C3110. When sync is injected, the oscillator
locks to the vertical rate and produces a synchronized scan.
The vertical scan, transistors 03015 and Q3016 are turned

of 03015, at which time Q3015 conducts, applying negative
bias to the base of Q3016, driving the device to saturation.
With 03016 conducting, the anode of diode CR3102 is connected to the -15 V reference point and capacitor C3110 discharges to initiate vertical retrace. At the same time, diode CR
3101 is forward biased to discharge oscillator timing capacitor
C3102 which turns "off" both oscillator transistors. At turn off,
the collector voltage of 03016 goes to -30 V which back biases
diodes CR3101 and CR3102 and vertical retrace starts.
By making the vertical oscillator time constant variable (established by C3102, R3102, and the vertical hold control), its
free -running frequency can be set close to 60Hz so that incoming sync will "fire" the oscillator at the correct instant and

"off," allowing capacitor C3110 to charge. While C3110 is
charging, capacitor C3102 also charges; Q3015 is at cutoff

thus lock it to the field rate.
Step 1. Move service switch to "normal" position.
Step 2. Check for presence of -30 Von both sides of R3110
and -15 V at 03016 emitter. If these voltages are missing or
incorrect, troubleshoot the amplifier circuitry.

until C3102 charges enough to forward bias the emitter/base

Step 3. Check at the anode of CR 3102 for oscillator

RCA remanufactured
modules are as good
as new,or even better.
You can be sure you're using a product of the highest quality when you install RCA remanufactured
modules.

Each dud module returned to RCA is critically
inspected. Those that don't meet factory standards
for remanufacturing are scrapped. Accepted units
are then cleaned and repaired. If any engineering

improvements have been made in the module
design, they are incorporated, where feasible, to
make sure the module meets or exceeds original
specifications for performance and reliability.
Included in RCA's rigid remanufacturing process
are all IF and chroma sweep alignment adjustments,

and setting of all circuitboard pots. Other tests
include extreme temperature cycling of all modules,

fails to meet the original manufacturing specifications for performance, the entire lot is rejected.
In many cases, an RCA module can replace one or
more earlier versions because it is designed to be
compatible in older applications. This RCA design improvement policy minimizes the number of types
you need for servicing, reduces the amount of your
investment, and improves instrument performance.
The remanufactured module shown here, for example, can be used in place of five different modules.
RCA's remanufacturing process assures you of the

most dependable replacement modules you can
buy. You can be sure they are as good as new - or
even better.

and vibration testing of selected types to disclose
intermittent problems.

Finally, the modules are sample -tested by RCA "tell Distributor and
Quality Control Engineering. If only a single module

Special Products Division
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operation-should be 1 V peak -to -peak sawtooth (ramp).

The one tool
that pays for itself
first t e out.

Step 4. Check sync input waveform at the junction of R3101
and R3108.
Step 5. Check RC network components C3102, R3102 and
the Hold control.
Step 6. Check all DC voltages on Q3015 and Q3016 oscillator transistors. FM
Symptom Description

Components

Poor interlace

CR 3002 reversed
CR 3101 (open)

Vertical jitter

MCK 002A module

Noise lines in picture

Q3017

Insufficient vertical sweep

Q3021

03022
Q3017 (shorted)
Q3024
R3111

Q3015
CR 3102
Q3018

Slip this Symptom
Repair Manual into your
tool caddy. It lists all sorts of symptoms for
individual GE TV chassis and tells you
what to check and in what order. You can
save hours of frustrating (and unprofitable)
diagnostic time.
The new Sixth Edition manual packs
the combined experience of hundreds of
service technicians into a 51/2" by 81/2,' 104
page package. It's free to subscribers of GE
Technical Data, but non -subscribing
technicians may obtain a copy by paying a
$2.00 handling fee. You can make that back
in the first few minutes it saves.
DUTCH" MEYER
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
PORTSMOUTH,VA 23704
Please check items desired:

ET/D 80

Enclosed is CI Check 0 Cash or

Service Company
Address

City

State

Zip

IT'S OUR BUSINESS TO MAKE YOUR BUSINESS EASIER.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
101 ETD - May 1980

No vertical deflection

Yoke
Q3024 (shorted)
Q3017 (open E -B)
C3101 (shorted)
C3115 (leaky)
C3119

No vertical sync

C3101 (open
C3109 (leaky)

Heavy retrace lines at top

Q3020 (leaky)
Q3019 (short E -B)
(open)
Replacement Q3020 installed
wrong (see 1979 C-1 or

C-5 Service Information
Goldenrod)
Raster stretched at top
2 to 3 inches of raster

R3122 (open)

Intermittent vertical roll

CR 3101

Intermittent shutdown after
losing vertical deflection

CR 3013

Retrace lines in top half
of picture

Q3019

Intermittent vertical sweep

C3111 (intermittent short)

Q3020 (leaky)

Gradual loss of top half of
vertical sweep, Q3020
overheats

R3117 (open)
R3112 (open)

Intermittent vertical deflection,
foldover lower half

03024

Vertical stretches when hot

CR 3102

Vertical overscan and retrace
lines in top half of picture

CR 3102 (leaky)

Extreme top and bottom
foldover

C3116 (shorted)

Vertical foldover

C3110 (open)

Sweep distorted at top

CR 3104

Reduced vertical deflection,
off frequency

Hold control (leakage to case)

Extreme vertical overscan

C3110 (open)
CR 3102 (leaky)

(No C.O.D. Please)

Name

L-

R3116 (open)
R3043 (up in value)

Q3016

0 One Symptom Repair Manual ($2.00 Enclosed)
0 Two Symptom Repair Manuals ($3.00 Enclosed)
Cl Money Order

Retrace lines

One call.
Your Mallory distributor's
got them all.
More than ever!

of simplified single -source buying. To deliver
exactly what you want in parts, quality, and
quantity. Immediately from stock or hand, or
in most cases within 24 hours from the factory.

Your Mallory distributor goes all out for his
Number 1 VIP...you. Get in touch with him
soon. Mallory Distributor Products Division,

Take the search and wait out of finding

Mallory Components

electronic parts. Go straight to your Mallory
distributor, by phone or in person.

Indianapolis, Indiana

Get to know the convenience and economy

Group, Box 1284,
46206. (317) 636-5353.

MALLORY
ELECTRICAL ELEC1RONIC GROUP

Y

Film and
Wire Wound
Resistors

EMHART

Silicon Power Rectifiers

Single
Controls
with Plug-in
Shafts

4 11
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InguirgyCard

Custom assembled
dual Controls

LETTERS
BOUQUETS:
Just a note to say I enjoy your fine mag-

azine very much and have for many
years. For far too many years (18 or
more) Computer Technology was purposely made as hard to understand as
possible. The effort had to be intended

or it would have mellowed and integrated for easy understanding after 4-6
years. The series by Bernard B. Daien is
the best I've seen to date and he also
states this policy and was carried in our
last EEA issue by ETA. This whole crazy
field needs to grow up, and efforts such
as these will go far towards helping this
to evolve. I have been associated with

the Consumer Electronics field for 27

years and the biggest problem we
have, and continue to have is "wolves in

sheeps clothing" leading us to the
slaughter! We cannot continue this betrayal or our very existence will be totally
threatened. A man installing water softeners will think nothing of making several hundred dollars on a simple installation. His organization encourages this

and he may even brag about making
30-50 thousand a year.

Our manufacturers have all these
years bragged about how many sets
they've sold -often at a loss -many going

out of business -Arvin, Packard Bell,
Crosley, Tele King, Olympic, Truetone,

Firestone, Motorola, Philco, Admiral,
Sentinel, all American radio manufacturers, many CB manufacturers, and
many more -yet they all have advocated
that the Retailer & Servicer follow their
policy & do likewise. ETA is designed to
help the total field -all technicians -to re-

alize that past policies have not really
worked, (simply required the technicians and shop owner to do 3 to 5 times

the work that should have been required to make a reasonable wage and
profit), nor will it work for the future. We,

our total field -(including your trade
magazine) must recognize that electronics is not a hobby, it is a business
and should be conducted as such from
bottom to top! The hobbyist should be
left to him for himself as all other fields
do. He will exist as he always has but
should not be given special importance
as has been the case in the past.
I want to thank you personally for the

many, many hours working towards its
good. The structure is unique to our field
and I personally feel that it may well be
our last chance to put some order to our
field. I'm sorry that I've not taken the time

to type this letter -but had a few moments and didn't want to put it off.
In closing -keep up the great work -it
is much appreciated by us field techni-

cians and please advise Bernard B.
Daien of my very high approval of his
series of articles.

If I can ever be of any help -please
advise.
George Savage, CET
National Secretary and Membership Di-

rector
Electronics Technicians Association
Doniphan, NB 68832
Editor: ET/D has been cognizant since
its very inception 26 years ago of the
great span between the hobbyist and
the true professional electronics service

technician. With hobbyist magazines
abounding, and with our main competitor now having vacated the field with

a public renounciation of the home
entertainment/consumer electronics

Feb. issue, etc.

As Sec. and Nat. membership director for ETA I have more than a passing interest in this group and have spent
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Would you know where these parts
could be ordered?
Darrell Smith C.E.T.
R.R. 5, Box 116
Portland, IN 47371
P.S.: This same TV set was pictured in
the Dec. 1979 issue of ET/D on page 13
with a Heathkit ad.

Editor: These numbers do not check out
with any RCA numbers we can find. Can
anyone help?

Do you know or any of your readers
know who the distributor or company
address for International Audio Visual
Inc. or Eiki Industrial Co. is. I have a
16mm sound projector that I need a
schematic for and parts list. Projector
Model No. ST -OH, Sound Board Series
ST -O.

Thank you.

W. H. Vanderbilt
Vanderbilt's TV & Refrigeration
Box 143
Lynxville, WI 54640

service industry as unimportant, ET/D
remains the sole survivor and main supporter of this major and vital segment of
the electronics industry.
We do indeed intend to carry the banner.

Enough already! The February issue arrived this morning and I've just finished
a solid six hours initial study including a
search of the basement for my old texts
on split sound detectors.

Poor old brain is "bent" almost beyond tolerance but keep up the good
work you're doing a fine job of providing
the "Continuing Education" those of us
who plan to stay in this screwy business
must have.
Best regards,
Bob Buker, CET
Bob's TV
2542 Yellowstone
Billings, MT 59102

HELP NEEDED:
Please publish in your letters section of
next issue:
I need a schematic for Philco TV 491278 or Sams #92, 93A.
Clingan's Electronic Repair Service
4406 Teen Barnes Rd.
Jefferson, MD 21755

coverage you've given to ETA -our
Seminar on Hastings covered in your

where to order parts. RCA parts needed
are 40-757 and 51-137.

I have an RCA home study kit HSK-T2
black and white TV set in my shop for
repairs.
As the company's home study school
is no longer in business, I don't know

I need vertical centering control, 15 2W
8 tap, for Singer Model HE -8015 Color
TV. Manufacturer part No. 489763-078
(new or used) EVW56AM1OBC1.
If any of your readers can help me I
would appreciate it.
Eino 0. Williams
18 Russell Ave.
Troy, NH 03465

I would like to obtain information on
where I can get a schematic for a 12 in.
B&W Goldstar TV Model # 310EUB4.
Serra Video
19 Leroy Drive
Burlington, MA 01803
Editor: The model number given sounds

like a picture tube number. However
Goldstar is at 330 Madison Ave., New
York, NY 10017.

I need help in obtaining a schematic
service manual (if possible) for a Pilot

radio receiver Model G-184.
J. Zevallos
PO Box 369
New York, NY 10001

Help! I need a schematic for a waterman S -17A Pocketscope and/or a
tube base diagram for the 3YP1 CRT.
The information would be worth any
nominal fee.
Mike Mutchka
1031 Findley -4
Pittsburgh, PA 15221

I need service information for a Brad-

ford B&W 9 inch portable Model
D-MAT55988-Chassis #H866. I need
value and type information on resistor
#420 and transistor TR42.
Russell Post
Post TV
154 5th St.
Hudson, FL 33568
Schematic and power transformer for a

$140
Gets It All.

Philco chassis #91. Any information
would be appreciated. Will buy or copy
and return.
Barry Braton
707 Arbutus Ave., S.E.
Roanoke, VA 24014
Need for a Zenith Trans -Oceanic radio:
3Q5G, 1LD5, 1LN5, 1LA6, 1LE3. Please
state quanity and price.
Terry Satrang
Satrang's Service
424 County Rd. 19

RR #1
Aberdeen, SD 57401
I need service data and parts list for a
Zenith Model 2D30 -7D30 Extended
Stereophonic Hi Fi. Please run this in
your letters column. Sams no longer
available.
Jim Estes
Electronic Service Shop
922 E. 3rd St.
Jackson, GA 30233

TEKFAX NEEDED:
need TEKFAX 113 and all volumes
before 110. Thanks.
I

Tom Lutz
614 Edwards St.
Aurora, IL 60605

TEKFAX FOR SALE:
turned 65 over 11 years ago and had
I

date for sale to anyone who wishes to

We just knocked down the last reasons for not going digital in a
multimeter. Fast continuity measurement. And price.
Beckman's exclusive Insta-OhmsTM feature lets you do continuity checks
as fast as the analogs. And Beckman's superior technology and experience
let you own this beauty for such a reasonable price.
Of course you get a lot more. Like 7 functions and 29 ranges including
10 amp ac/dc current capability. 0.25% Vdc accuracy. In -circuit resistance
measurements and diode/transistor test function. Two years' typical operation
from a common 9 -volt battery. In other words, all the features you want in
one hand-held unit of exceptional good looks and design.
With 1500 Vdc overload protection, 100% instrument burn -in, plus
rugged, impact -resistant case, you're assured of the utmost in dependability and
long-term accuracy. You get a tough meter that keeps on going, no matter
how tough the going gets.
So visit your dealer today and get your hands on the DMM that does it
all. Or call (714) 871-4848, ext. 3651 for your nearest distributor.

make an offer. Also I have TEKFAX volumes #100, 101, 103, 111, 112.
Richard McDaniel
715 N.E. Ainsworth
Portland, OR 97211 ETD

BECKMAN

very little need of ETID but continued
subscriptions to get TEKFAX to add to

my collection, starting with #1 September 1952 a "Circuit Digest" of Admiral Series N chassis. I have 9 binders to

date. I would sell the complete collection it there are any nostalgic TEKFAXians around.
John A. Dipinto
47-19 197th St.
Auburndale, NY 11358

I have TEKFAX from #200 (1958) to
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FROM
THE

EDITOR'S
DESK

I recently was privileged to spend the most educationally rewarding-and personally
astounding-two days I have enjoyed since I became editor of ET/D magazine almost
three years ago.
This occasion was as a guest of Mr. Geoffrey Power, the young and aggressive
national service manager of the Yamaha Audio Division, at their 1980 National Service
Advisory Council held at American headquarters in Buena Park, CA. For three solid days
and nights (I was there for only two) the 15 members of the council-all service
managers from widely divergent service settings ranging across every geographic sector
in the United States, spent most of their time crammed together in a motel room that
was really too small, and often too stuffy, discussing areas of mutual concern to their
service businesses back home and of equal concern to Yamaha-a worldwide
manufacturer. That's right, I said discussing service problems of equal concern to
Yamaha.

They talked about problems. But more importantly from my standpoint, they talked
about what was right with their industry. During this three day period, each
participant-some dealer/owners, some independent service shops owners, and some
service managers of dealer operations-told how they as professionals ran their service
departments and businesses and how they related to other manufacturers across the
audio and video industries.
As for myself, an observer attempting to gain insight into the audio service business, it
was an eye opener.
Why, I asked when I learned to my astonishment that Yamaha is the only audio
manufacturer to conduct regularly scheduled instructional service seminars for its service
dealer network, only Yamaha?
Why, I asked, when I learned that Yamaha has been conducting similar national
service advisory councils for five years, only Yamaha?
Why, I asked, when I learned that Yamaha has opened up a two-way avenue of
communications between itself and the service industry, only Yamaha?
Why, I asked, when I learned that Yamaha marketing people were invited to attend as
well as several representatives of competing manufacturers, was Yamaha doing this?
Anyone who as a member of the independent consumer electronics service industry
has experienced the "doormat" image of service fostered by far too many manufacturers
in the broad spectrum of consumer electronics would-like myself-have to ask: "What
is going on here?"
There is no question that Yamaha audio is charging the market hard, annual U.S.
sales having grown from about $3 million some five years ago to over $50 million last
year. They are a major factor in high end audio.
Mr. Power and his small yet highly skilled and professionally polished national service
staff enjoy a unique relationship with Yamaha's marketing and sales divisions. They
respect each other as professionals in their own right and consequently they talk to each
other-regularly. This rather unique relationship in a consumer electronics industry that
has seemingly gone bananas for marketing at all costs, has spawned another unusual
attitude at Yamaha which has filtered down through the entire national network of
authorized Yamaha service/dealers. This is a basic recognition that the service aspect of
consumer electronics is to be regarded as a highly skilled profession dedicated toward
excellent performance and is-in the final analysis-really a major factor in the overall
marketing program. Why? Well, because in high end audio, you see, they sell "specs,"
not sound. And, these things do have to work right.
Mr. Power, during his five years as national service manager at Yamaha, has
developed another "unique" theory about service. "The 1980s," he says, "is indeed the
age of service. There is a lot of money to be made in both manufacturing and service-if
it is done right."
Doing it right, from his point of view, means satisfying the customer from every
conceivable point of view-through product excellence and from the standpoint of a
professional, competent, and profitable service industry.
"We are professionals," he will tell you, "but too few people realize this. It is up to us
to pull ourselves up and elevate the service industry to its proper status because no one
else will do it for us."
With such an attitude, displayed not only through his philosophy but through the
actions of the Yamaha audio division, I hope I will be excused if-on a scale of ten-I
rate Yamaha right at the top.
Why Yamaha?
You figure it out.
Sincerely
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Boker, Crescent,
Lufkin, Nicholson,
Weller, Wiss, Xcelite.
The right tool makes the job easier.
And Cooper makes the right tool for the job.
Whether you're making or mending, cutting or joining,
measuring or stripping, there's a Cooper tool that's
just right. Don't take chances on tools. Specify Cooper
and get 'em right the first time!

from Cooper The Toolmaker.
4' The Cooper Group

COOPER
INDUSTRIES

BOKEIrCRESCENT WRERINICHOLSON" WELLIEFI ' WISS XCELFTE
PO Box 728, Apex, North Carolina 27502. Tei. (919) 362-7511. Telex: 579497
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Managing

repair parts
inventories
Too much or too little?

The only two sources of profit
for your service business are
labor and parts sales. While
many shops have attempted
to deal with labor and parts
pricing systems, the hidden
key to parts
profitability-inventory
management-is often
ignored. In this article the
author, a veteran of some 30
years in the service industry,
shows you exactly how to
upgrade your parts inventory
system to a high level of
productivity.
By William Joseph
Spare parts inventory: Is it eating away your profits?

In many ways, repair parts are the
orphans of the service business; not
because they merit that status, but, like
Rodney Dangerfield, they just don't get
the respect they deserve. The fact is that
repair parts may be the most underrated

asset in our business.
Your inventory of repair parts serves
two separate purposes in the successful
operation of your service organization.
While these functions are interrelated,
each is important in its own right and
should be analyzed separately.
First, your parts inventory serves as a
support arm for the technical services
you perform. As you know, electronic
service is heavily dependent on the use
of repair parts and components. Having
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the right part at the right place in the right
quantity is what parts management is all
about.
You don't have to be in the business to
understand the frustration that develops

when a repair job must be delayed for
the lack of a needed part. Just ask any
customer who has waited (usually too
long) for a service technician to show up,
only to be told that a part not carried in
the truck is needed for the repair.
While the customer and the
technician are suffering from the
frustration brought on by "lack part-itis,"
the service dealer must bear the costs of
lowered productivity and lost customer
goodwill.
Referring to the world of business in

general, someone once said, "Nothing
happens until somebody sells
something." In the service business, we
might paraphrase that old chestnut by
saying; nothing happens if you don't
have the part you need."
The other role played by your repair
parts inventory is direct and
measureable-it makes (or should
make) an important contribution to the
profits of your business.
It's natural to think of the service
business as dealing primarily with labor
charges. The truth is that most service
dealers must make significant
investments in the parts inventories
required to support their work, and this
inventory plays a more important part in

the success or failure of the business
than is sometimes realized. Your parts
inventory can be a source of significant
profits, thus justifying the investment, or
it can be a serious -even terminal -drain
on profits.
We'll talk about the direct financial
aspects of the parts business a little later
on. Let's look first at repair parts in their

role as a vital support arm for your
service operation.

Level of service
Ideally, of course, your parts department
would supply a 100% level of service.

That is, every repair part would be on
hand every time you needed it.
Obviously, that objective is impossible to
meet because it would require that you
stock an infinite number of parts (which
would require an infinite amount of
money).
On the other hand, you could
completely eliminate the need for any
investment in inventory by maintaining a

zero level of service. This is also
unacceptable since the need to
purchase each individual part as it is
needed would cost far more than
maintaining a reasonable inventory; not
to mention the incalculable loss of
customer goodwill that would result from
such a policy.
The object, then, is to develop a repair
parts inventory that provides a level of
service somewhere between 0% and
100%. the precise point at which that
figure should fall depends on such

things as the nature of your service
operation. The urgency of your parts
needs, the cost of the parts you use, and

your own interpretation of all these
factors.
A business providing service for
medical equipment or a fleet of jet
airliners will normally demand a higher
level of service than would a service
dealer repairing TV and stereo sets
(although I know a few TV viewers who
would challenge the hypothesis).
Let's say that for your purposes you
have set 90% as the objective for your
level of service. Here's how you can tell
how you've been doing: for a given
period of time, count all repair jobs for
which a part was required. For the same

period, count all jobs for which the
required part was on hand in your
inventory. Then divide the number of
on -hand parts calls by total parts required

calls, and the result is your level of
service.

parts on hand calls
= level of service
parts required calls
Experience in various parts of the

industry sets 95% as about the highest
level attainable within the constraints of
economic reality. And remember, 95% is
the highest practical level, attainable
only by dealers who specialize in a
narrow range of products or brands.
Most service dealers have to settle for a
lower figure. An objective of about 90%
is a reasonable goal for most operations.
If you do road calls as well as bench
service, you may want to calculate your
level of service separately for each. In
most cases, road calls will be handled on
a somewhat lower level of service
because of the practical limitations on
the amount of inventory that can be
carried in the truck.
If you review the arithmetic involved in
calculating the level of service, you will
readily see that an increase beyond any
given point requires an increase in
inventory. In actual practice, this will
usually be be a geometric progression;
that is, a small increase beyond a
reasonable level of service will require a
disproportionately large increase in
inventory. This relationship has been
used in many computer programs to
determine optimum inventory levels.
When shown in graph form (see figure
1), the impracticality of service levels
beyond 95% becomes readily apparent.
Another relationship that has shown a
surprising consistency has resulted in
what is now called the 80/20 rule in parts
usage. That is, 80% of your parts
requirements will be met by about 20%
of the stockkeeping units in your
inventory. This is another good
illustration of the price that must be paid
in inventory investment in order to reach
the higher levels of service. Conversely,
any decrease from your current level of
service will permit a reduction in your
inventory. How, then, do we determine
the optimum level of service for your
business?

How much inventory?
Unfortunately, customer satisfaction is a
subjective consideration that does not

lend itself to precise measurementsand it must be balanced against
practical financial limits if the business
is to survive. And so, in a practicing
service organization, inventory level of
service will be weighed against another
parameter: inventory turhs.
Probably the best way to determine
your own optimum inventory is through
the measurement of turnover. As the
name suggests, turnover simply
measures how many times the
"average" part in your inventory is used
(turned over) in one year's time. In
general, a range of three to five turns per

year will be encountered in well -run
parts operations. Many experienced
parts managers consider four turns as
the optimum figure. This will vary, of
course, with the requirements of the
service level chosen. Using four turns as
your objective, the formula for optimum
inventory is:

cost of parts sold
4

optimum average
inventory in
dollars

Unless your present parts
management is better than average, this
formula applied to your sales for the past
twelve months will probably show that
you are carrying too much inventory. If,
on the other hand, your actual inventory
is far less than the optimum shown in the
formula, your level of service is low and
may be affecting both technician
productivity and customer satisfaction.
This same formula can be transposed
to give you a means for measuring how

well you are doing in meeting your
objectives for turnover:
cost of goods sold
= turnover
average inventory ,
To determine average inventory, add
the cost value of inventory on hand at
the beginning of the period being
measured to the cost value at the end of
the period; then divide the total of these
figures by two.

Please note that these formulas
specify cost and not selling value of
inventory. Actually, selling value can be
substituted without altering the final
result, so long as you do not attempt to
mix cost and selling value in the same
formula. However, generally accepted
accounting practices call for the use of
cost values when working with
inventories and I recommend that you
stick to that rule. It simplifies things and
lessens the chances for errors.
To illustrate how the formula works,
let's say that the cost of parts sold for the

past year was $88,000, and that your
average inventory during the same
period was $25,200.
$88,000
= 3.49 turns
$25,200
For periods of less than a full year, the

answer must be multiplied by the
appropriate factor to get the annual rate.
For example, if the figures used were for
a six month period, the answer must be
multiplied by two to arrive at the effective

annual rate of turnover; for quarterly
sales, the answer is multiplied by four.
Turnover is a highly regarded means
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for evaluating the effectiveness of parts
management. If you have a parts
manager responsible to you, you would
be well advised to review his turnover
performance on a regular basis. If you're
the one responsible for parts
performance, you may want to tear out
this page before the boss sees it
because poor turnover means lost profit
dollars.
A turnover less than optimum means
that you have invested more money in
your inventory than needed to support
your requirements. A turnover
significantly higher than the optimum
figure may seem desirable at first blush,
but hold on. When you relate it back to
service level, you can see that having
too little inventory can be at least as bad
as having too much.
If you've been paying attention up to
now, you know that the optimum size of
your parts inventory is determined
through careful consideration of the
level of service you would like to provide,
balanced by the rigid restraints of your
purse strings. Calculating the amount of
money that you can afford to invest in
your inventory is just a matter of applying
the turnover formulas to your own
records of sales and inventory. Once
you have determined how much to buy,
however, you still have the job of
deciding what to buy.
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Which parts?
Using the history provided by your
records of last year's sales, and a careful
application of the formulas for optimum

inventory, you could wind up with a
theoretically correct inventory that would

put you in big trouble. The size of your
inventory is, of course, vitally important.
However, knowing how much to buy is
not enough; you must also know what to
buy.

The cruel fact is that computing how
much inventory to buy is kid stuff
compared to the job of determing
specifically which parts to buy, and in
what quantities.
Record keeping does not rank very
high on the list of favorite activities for
most service dealers that I know, but
when it comes to inventory control for
repair parts, an accurate set of records is
an absolute must.There is no other way
to fulfill the requirement mentioned in the

opening paragraphs of this article: The
right parts in the right place in the right
quantities.
Specifically, your parts operation
must include a system that will record
the use of each part you carry, and the
parts that you must special -order. Only
then can you determine the demand for
any given stockkeeping unit (SKU). As I
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Fig. 1 You must determine the level of service that fits your service situation best and the
level of inventory required to maintain that level.

pointed out earlier, once you have
determined how much you can afford to
invest in your inventory, you must then
make certain that you select the fastest
moving SKU's for stocking.
There are, of course, an infinite variety

of record keeping systems in use to
supply this information. If you are part of
a large corporation, you will almost
surely have the advantage of a
computer program for inventory control.
Because of the amounts of detail
required to do a good job, many smaller
companies are turning to time-sharing
compute' arrangements available
commercially or through trade
associations such as The National
Association of Retail Dealers of America
(NARDA).
As with most record requirements,
though, there are perfectly adequate
manual systems that have been around

since long before the first computer
arrived on the scene. The so-called
perpetual inventory system can be kept
quite successfully by simply entering the
necessary information on a control card

designed for the purpose. Normally, a

card will be maintained for each SKU.
In the final analysis, it makes no
difference whether your system involves
a sophisticated and complex computer
program, or entries on ordinary 3x5
index cards, as long as it provides you
with the information you need to make
well-informed management
decisions. Repair parts control cards
specially designed for manual inventory
control entries are available from such
companies as VISIrecord Systems of
Worcester, Massachusetts, and Acme
Visible Records of Crozet, Virginia.
Acme Visible's line includes special
cabinets designed to provide ready
accessibility to each card in the system.
Normally, a parts inventory control
card will carry the part number, source or

manufacturer, cost, and columns to
record usage on a monthly basis:

Number on hand
Number sold current month
Number sold last month
Number sold prior month
This sort of arrangement allows you to
see 90 days (one -quarter of a year)
usage at a glance. Average annual

usage can then be calculated simply by
multiplying this figure by four.
The purpose of all this, of course, is to
provide you with the information you
need to identify the specific parts that
you should be carrying in your inventory.
If you have set four turns as your goal,
you will stock every part that moves at
least once every three months. In actual
practice, an average inventory turnover
of four will permit you to stock some
parts that move less than four times
because many parts will turn over at a
much faster rate. Accurate records will
help you to make sound decisions on
which of the slower moving parts you
can carry while still maintaining your
average turnover objective.

Inventory deletions
Another purpose of the perpetual
inventory system is to single out SKU's
that should be eliminated from your
inventory because they are no longer
moving at the required rate. Since
optimum inventory size is fixed by
formula, any parts with little or no
movement that are allowed to remain in
your inventory take the place of parts
that you should have on hand.
Once these obsolete parts are
identified through your records, they
should be marked -down (removed from
your inventory both physically and in
your records). Policy in larger
companies will usually require that parts
marked out of inventory be immediately
destroyed and discarded. Of course,
any parts that may be returned to your
supplier for credit should be sent back.
If your company policy permits, parts
marked out of inventory can be held.
However, when such parts are sold,
proper business and tax considerations
require that the entire selling value be
taken as income (zero cost).
Many business owners and
managers, though, frown on the practice
of retaining any merchandise once it has

been marked out of the inventory.
Repair parts held on the premises once
they have been officially removed from
the inventory records can be a
temptation for employee pilferage. Also,
the fact that some parts are in the
inventory and some are not can lead to
errors and confusion in record keeping
and inventory control.

Out -of -stocks
Now that you know how large your
inventory should be, and specifically
which parts you should stock, you must
see to it that those parts are on hand in
sufficient quantities when they are
needed. An empty parts bin is just as
bad as no parts bin at all.

Keeping in stock is done through a
disciplined ordering system based on
the proper "order quantity" (OQ) and
"minimum quantity" (MQ). Let's take a
look at minimum quantity first.
MQ is simply the point at which it is
time to place an order. The MQ may be
written on the control card, on the parts
bin, or on both. Let's say that the MQ
assigned to a given part is eight. When
the parts clerk notices that the quantity in
the bin is down to eight, an order for a

part. In actual practice, you may have a
number of different order life cycles from
widely varied sources and
manufacturers.

new supply is promptly placed. If the MQ

perfectly OK as long as it's done to
permit the flexibility that would be

has been properly determined, the
replenishment stock will normally arrive
before the on -hand quantity reaches
zero; thus avoiding an out -of -stock
condition.
The formula for determining MQ will
depend on your own objectives and on
the average time it takes to receive parts
after they have been ordered. Assume
that your records show an average to
two weeks from the time parts are first
ordered until they are received. In this
case, you may decide to establish a two
week supply as your re -order point
(MQ), or you may prefer a three week
supply to provide a safety factor.
Depending on the number of different
sources from which you order, you may
well have a number of different lead
times for establishing MQ's. If, for
example, you order many or all of your
SKU's from a local distributor who
provides dependable next -day service,
you may well operate with a one week
supply, or less, as your MQ on those
parts.
If, on the other hand, the bulk of your
parts are ordered through company
channels or out-of-town sources, you
will need to establish MQ's related to
your experience with order life cycle.
The other half of your professional
reorder program is the calculation and
proper use of the order quantity (OQ).
Once your MO signal has told you that
it's time to re -order, you must decide on
the proper quantity to order; this is your
OQ.
One basis for determining OQ makes
use of a figure known as insight. Insight
is simply the total of the quantity on hand

plus the quantity on order. Managers
striving for four turns per year often
establish three month's supply as the
insight. Using your earlier example of a
two week minimum quantity, that would
leave a ten week supply as your order
quantity. Thus, your insight at re -order
time would be the two weeks on hand
plus ten weeks on order for an insight of
twelve weeks.
Remember, since MQ and OQ are
based on actual usage of each part, they

must be calculated separately for each

Special circumstances
The precise mathematics of minimum
quantity and order quantity should not
be treated as inviolable. Special
circumstances such as seasonal
fluctuations may call for you to massage
the figures a bit from time to time. That's

lacking if you followed rigid rules without
regard to changing circumstances.
For example, the frequency of
ordering very low-priced items must be
considered in light of the cost of
preparing an order, receiving it, placing
the parts in bins, etc. Careful
consideration of these costs may lead
you to conclude that the cost of carrying
a one year's supply of some low-priced
items would be less than the expense for
ordering them four or five times
throughout the year. In such a case, you
may want to establish a one year's
supply as your insight. Some examples
of this type of part would be nuts, bolts,
inexpensive gaskets and the like.
Please remember, though, that this
procedure must be an exception to your
normal parts policy. Too much inventory
can cause a lot of red ink.
A different problem is the SKU that is
very large and bulky, requiring a
disproportionate share of the space
available for your inventory. In
deference to the harsh demands of the
real world, you may decide to stock a
smaller quantity of this type of part than
your formula calls for.
In actual practice, there are an infinite
number of variations on this basic
theme. What really matters is not so
much the specifics that you use to
establish your MO's and OQ's, but that
you understand the principles behind
the simple arithmetic involved, and that
you apply these principles in the manner
that best serves the needs of your own
organization.
Let me digress here long enough for a
little reminder: You would do well to
remember that your efforts to establish a
professional inventory control system
will be for naught if you and your people
do not observe your reorder points and
order quantities with meticulous care. If
a parts order is not triggered as soon as
the MQ is reached, a costly out -of -stock
condition will usually result.
One simple system that can help to
keep you on the straight and narrow is
the divided parts bin. It requires only that
each parts bin or container be divided
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into two sections. The smaller section
contains the minimum quantity; the rest
of the bin holds the balance of the stock.
When it is necessary to take a part from

the MO section of the bin, it's til ie to
re -order.

Stocking the truck
Normally, every part that is carried in
your trucks is also carried in your regular

bin inventory. Seldom, if ever, though,
will every part in bin inventory be carried

in trucks. Working up the proper
sub -assortments to carry in your trucks,
then, is a kind of spin-off of the basic job
of selecting inventory.

The principles of good inventory
control are precisely the same for
stocking service trucks, except that the
need for good recrods and careful
control is even greater than for your
regular inventory. The time of your
service technicians is the most valuable
commodity with which you will deal, and
the waste that occurs when an outside
technician needs a part that is not
carried in his truck is compounded by the

time and expense involved in his
traveling.
The place to begin inventory control in

policy on service level and turnover. You

will want to remember, though, that a
lack -part call on the outside will usually
be more costly than would be the case
for a shop repair.
For years, four turns
per -truck -per -year was a familiar

standard for stocking service vehicles.
Today, with the cost of lack -parts calls
climbing at a breaktaking rate, many
service dealers are lowering their
requirements to as little as two, or even
one, turn per -year -per -truck. Where
truck inventories were always well under
$1,000 selling value a few years ago,
inventories of $3,000 and more are not
at all uncommon today.
The basic purpose of truck stock
inventories is to keep lack -parts calls to
a practical minimum, consistent with the
cost of carrying the inventory. In some
types of service operations, a goal of 5%
or less lack -parts calls is not
unreasonable. However a figure of 7 to
10% probably represents a more
realistic objective for most electronic
service dealers.
Lack -parts calls cost money; so does
maintaining an inventory. As one service
dealer puts it, "It costs you money to

service vehicles is in the vehicles
themselves. A neat and orderly set of

have a good inventory-it costs you
money if you don't have it." Some

bins and shelves is an absolute requisite
if top efficiency is to be expected. Every

parts, they also make it a great deal
easier to maintain accurate records.

dealers are losing both ways (by having
lots of the wrong inventory).
Industry studies indicate that the
average cost of maintaining an inventory
of repair parts runs a little better than 2%
per month (about 25% per year). This is
the cost for such things as interest,
taxes, overhead, insurance,
obsolescence, and other items in the
cost -of -doing -business. What it means
is that a part that sits on your shelves for
one year has actually cost you 125% of
its original cost. Any parts that sit on your
shelves for four years have cost you
more than double what you originally
paid for them (without even counting
inflation). Obviously, these costs must
be measured against the expenses
incurred as a result of lack -parts calls in
order to determine a reasonable level of
service for your truck stocks.

Truck vs. shop stocks

Parts department profits

For the most part, the fastest moving
parts in your shelf inventory will be the
most likely candidates for your truck
stocks. However, you cannot rely on that
rule -of -thumb to do the job for you. The
work performed on outside calls will be
different enough that parts usage in
trucks must be analyzed separately.
Because the parts carried in your
service vehicles are a part of your total
inventory, they will have to fit within the
limitations imposed by your overall

In order to generate a respectable profit
from your investment in parts inventory,

day, in the best of families, service
technicians write lack -part calls when
the needed part is in the truck all the
time. A disorderly hodge-podge of parts
scattered about in a service truck is a
standing invitation to customer
dissatisfaction and lost profit
opportunities.
Maximum productivity from your truck
stocks requires that all parts bins in the
trucks must be numbered and that the
placement of parts in these bins be
standardized. Many service dealers also
provide each road technician with an
up-to-date printed list of the parts carried
in his truck. These procedures not only
minimize the chances of overlooked
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it is necessary only that you "buy right
and sell right." Buying right is what we've
been talking about up to now. Here are a

few more tips on buying:
Beware of "package deals." Your
suppliers have to deal with the same
laws of economics as you do. When they

find themselves with obsolete or
slow -moving merchandise, they can
unload them on you by putting together

tantalizing "attractive" package deals.
What does it matter how cheaply you
may have purchased a supply of parts if
they remain on your shelves unsold?
And don't forget; while they are sitting
there, they're accumulating expense to
the tune of 25% per year.
Take every opportun, .y to return
surplus parts to your sources or
suppliers for credit. Make it a point to
learn the exact surplus return; policy of
every supplier with which you do
business, and then be sure to take
advantage of every chance to purge
your inventory of unwanted SKU's.
Cleaning out your inventory this way
gives you the double benefit of a full or
partial credit, plus the room that is
created for inventory that will sell.

Parts pricing
Just as the amount of inventory that you
buy must be carefully calculated, so
does the amount you charge for those
parts when you sell them to your
customers. Careless, unprofessional
pricing of repair parts is a common

malady in service organizations-one
that is responsible for the loss of untold
profit dollars.
In order for you to do a professional
job of pricing your repair parts, you must
have a clear understanding of the basic
terms involved, and their relationship to
each other. The ones you will be working
with most often are:
Markup. This is a term often confused
with the term mark -on. If you pay one
dollar for a part and sell it for two dollars,

your markup is 50% not 100%. markup
simply expresses the difference
between the cost and the selling as a
percentage of the selling price. Stated
differently, cost of the goods plus
markup equals selling price.
As you can see from the definition,
100% markup is not possible unless
your cost for the item is zero. Yet, you
will frequently hear complaints about the
merchant who gets "100% markup" for
his goods. The mark -on (a seldom used
term) in the example above is 100%.
Cost of goods. This is the actual price
you paid for the goods, plus any direct
buying expenses such as transportation
costs.
Gross profit. This term is used to
describe the difference between the cost
of the goods and the selling price, less
any allowances or returns. The gross
profit in our example is one dollar.
Net profit. This is the final profit
remaining after all other applicable
expenses have been deducted from
gross profit. The chances are that you
will have to be satisfied with a
determination of gross profit for your

parts business. Computing true net
profit for a specific department or portion

of a business is an extremely
complicated affair. It requires that all
expenses for the business by precisely
pro -rated, and this can be a nearly
impossible task for anyone other than a
qualified cost accountant. True net profit
for the entire business, of course, is easy

enough to compute. It is simply all
expenses subtracted from all income.
These descriptions are necessarily
brief and lacking in some important
details. Your accountant (or a member
of the accounting department if you work

for a large company) will be able to
round out your knowledge of these basic
accounting terms. As they are presented
here, however, they will be all you'll need
to understand pricing fundamentals.

Pricing errors
The most common parts pricing error is
the simplistic "across the board"
markup. This approach requires that all
parts, no matter what their price range,
be priced at double their cost (or some
other fixed multiple). This is a
self-defeating system, particularly if you
have a parts manager whose
effectiveness you are trying to measure
through his ability to generate gross
profit for the business.

If you always set your selling price by
doubling the cost, your gross profit will
always by 50% no matter how carefully
your parts manager makes his buys. In
fact, if he is an especially shrewd buyer,
you will actually make less profit.
Let's say your company has been
paying $4.00 for a given part and that
you have been selling it for $8.00. In this
case, your 50% gross profit amounts to

$4.00. Now let's say that your
conscientious parts manager has found
a supplier who will sell him that same
part for $3.00. Your system of doubling
the cost will now result in a selling price
of $6.00. That same 50% gross profit
now amounts to only $3.00. Dollars
go in the bank, not percentage points.
There is nothing wrong with setting an

average 50% markup as the objective
for your parts business. It is, in fact, a
widely accepted figure. However, the
word "average" is an important key.
By their very nature, some parts may
appropriately take much higher markups
that others. For example, parts costing
less than a dollar or two may require
markups of 60, 70% or even higher
because of the ratio of handling expense
to selling price. Conversely, very
expensive components such as picture
tubes, complete circuit boards, etc. will
generate quite satisfactory profits with

less than your average markup.
As you know, there is some
controversy over the value of the
"recommended" or "list" prices
furnished by the manufacturers of some
parts. Whatever your position on the
matter, these prices can supply good
reference points for studying markup
and setting your own prices.
A final word about pricing repair parts.

Because of the consumer's universal
dislike of paying for intangibles such as
labor, too many service dealers have
given way to the temptation of charging
unrealistically high prices for parts in
order to present the appearance of low
labor rates in the final bill to the
customer.
In addition to the serious moral,
ethical, and legal implications of this
practice, it's simply a lousy idea. A
skilled electronic technician is a true
professional in today's business world,
and charging properly for his services is
a responsibility to the profession.
As a service organization, you have
two products to sell: skilled labor (see
ET/D January 1980) and repair parts.
Each must stand alone in a professional
organization. Parts and labor are made
up of separate ingredients; the pricing
of each must be based on sound
business principles. ETD
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Digital
equipment power
supplies
Basics and special requirements

Digital circuitry often places
rather stringent requirements
on associated power supplies.
Here are methods used to
solve the regulation and
filtering problems these
circuits present and a few
trouble -shooting hints.
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The dc power supplies used in
modern digital equipment must be
regulated. It is not tolerable for dc
voltage levels to vary markedly with
changes in either load current or ac
input voltage. The problem is
aggravated somewhat by the fact that
digital circuits use pulses, so the
changes in load current are very rapid.
Different microcomputers often have
very similar power supply
requirements, even though the power
specifications of the different IC logic
families are quite different. TTL, for
example, requires a well -regulated +5
volt dc source. The voltage level
officially must be held within ±250mV,
although experience has shown that
many of the complex -function TTL
devices become a bit flaky if the
voltage is not 5 volts ±50 mV. Typical
CMOS (and the related PMOS/NMOS)
devices are quite happy with power
supply voltages in the ±4.5 to ±18 volt
region. Note that both positive and
negative supplies can be used,
although most use a positive voltage
( +4.5 to +18V) and ground. When
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Fig. 2 Half -wave rectifier A) On positive half

Fig. 1 A) Transformer circuit
B) Voltage relationships

of input cycle, B) on negative half of input
cycle, C) output waveform across R,.

operated at +5 volts, however, the
devices become somewhat more
compatible with TTL.
CMOS and TTL also differ in their
respective current requirements. Most
TTL devices require between 15 and
25 milliamperes, while most CMOS
devices are happy with as little as 50
microamperes. A digital computer
made almost entirely of
CMOS/PMOS/NMOS devices, then,
requires only a lightweight power
supply. But if an equivalent computer
uses an appreciable number of TTL
devices, then a high current +5 volt
dc power source is required.

A typical microcomputer will actually
have several power supplies on board.
Several might be low current (i.e. 1
amp) circuits: ±12 (or ±15) volts, and
(sometimes) -5 volts dc. In addition,
there will be a high current power
supply.
Two different protocols are in
evidence regarding the high current
power supply. In some machines, the
power supply on the mainframe will be
+5 volt operating level to the various
PC cards in the computer. The other
protocol uses an 8 to 10 volt
unregulated supply on the mainframe,
and then depends upon 1 to 3

Fig. 4 A) Full -wave bridge rectifier, B) output waveform, C)
prepackaged bridge rectifier.

Fig. 3 A) Full -wave rectifier using center -tapped transformer
B) Output waveform

Fig. 5 A) Simplest form of power supply filter B) Solid lines show output waveform without capacitor Cl, dotted lines show waveform
with Cl connected. Shaded area represents energy dumped back into the circuit that had been stored in Cl.

ampere, monolithic IC regulators on
each PC card to supply the +5 volts.
This system is sometimes called
distributed regulation, and has shown
certain advantages.

found in some factories). Transformers
will obey the eollowing relationship:

Power supply basics

Note from Eq. (1) that the current ratio
is the inverse (i.e. it is upside-down) of
the voltage ratio. A transformer that
steps a voltage down will apparently
step the current up. This sometimes
causes confusion among new
members of the electronics trade,
because it doesn't square with
observations. In truth, the secondary
current I, is determined solely by load
resistor RI and the secondary voltage
E, (remember, Ohm's law). It
sometimes helps to express Eq. (1) in
another form:

Before studying the basic forms of
regulator circuits used in
microcomputer power supplies, let's
first review some of the basics of low
voltage dc power supply circuits.
Transformers. The transformer (Fig.
1A) is used to scale the 110 volt ac
power line voltage down to the level
required by the circuit. The
transformer for most solid-state
circuits, including digital circuits, must
be a step-down type; i.e. the
secondary voltage E, is lower than
primary voltage E,. In microcomputer
applications, the transformer E, will be

6.3 - 7.5Vac for the +5 volt supply,
and 25 - 26 Vac for the ±12 volt
supplies.
Transformers operate only from ac

sources, and will probably burn out if
connected to dc mains (not very
common in the public mains, but still

Ep

Is

Es

Ip

(1)

IPEP

=

IsEs

(2)

We can see that the two sides must
be balanced, so if I, goes up, then l
must also go up in order to keep the
balance in effect.
Note that neither Eq. (1) nor Eq. (2)
contains any term that expresses
losses. Since most common

transformers are 95 to 99.9 percent
efficient, we are quite justified in using
such a simple expression; the error
terms are negligible.
Transformers have several different
ratings. In addition to the primary and
secondary voltages, and the
secondary maximum current, there is
also something called a primary VA
rating. This is not too important in
many servicing applications, especially
where a transformer manufacturer
provides a crossover number. But in
some industrial digital servicing, we
know for example that a 6.3/7.5 volt ac
transformer is needed, so can make
our own crossover from ordinary stock
filament transformers. Here the primary
VA rating is critical. We consider the
primary VA rating (even in the light of
Eq. 2) because the primary is usually
wound closest to the core, and
therefore does not dissipate heat as
fast as the secondary. The primary VA
rating is the product E times I, (max),
and cannot safely be exceeded. Some
people try to get away with it, but this
is possible only when the
manufacturer has rated the
ET/D - May 1980 / 23

transformer conservatively.
Note that all transformer voltage
and current ratings are the rms values
(Fig. 1B).
Rectifiers. A rectifier will pass
current in only one direction; a useful
property that allows them to convert
ac (bidirectional) to pulsating dc
(undirectional). The simplest form of
rectifier is the halfwave rectifier of Fig.
2. On the positive half of the input ac
(see Fig. 2A), the diode is forward
biased, and so will conduct current.
On the negative half -cycle, however,
the diode is reverse biased, and will
not conduct current (Fig. 2B). The
output waveform shown in Fig. 2C is
undirectional, even though it cannot
be called pure dc as yet. It is called
pulsating dc. Because of the missing
half -cycles, the average output voltage
is only 45 percent of the applied rms
voltage. This means that a transformer
used in a halfwave rectifier circuit
Must be able to deliver a primary VA
rating (i.e. power) 40 percent higher
than in the fullwave case.
There are two main reasons why
the halfwave rectifier is not used
extensively in digital power supplies: it
is inefficient and it requires a much
larger filter to smooth out the
pulsations.
A simple fullwave rectifier is shown
in Fig. 3A; it uses two diodes and a
transformer equipped with a
center -tapped secondary. If the
center -tap is taken as the
zero -reference point, then (on any
given half -cycle) one end of the
secondary will be positive with respect
to ground, and the other is negative.
On one half of the ac cycle, point A
will be positive and point B will be
negative. In that case, diode D1 will
be forward biased, and D2 is reverse
biased. Current flows from the
center -tap, through load resistor R,,,
diode D1 back to the transformer at
point A.
On the second half of the applied
AC cycle, the situation becomes
reversed: point A is negative and point
B is positive. Diode D1, then, is
reverse biased while D2 is forward
biased. Current flows from the
center -tap, load R,, diode D2 and back
to the transformer at point B.
It is important to note that the
current flow through the load is in the
same direction on both halves of the
ac cycle. This action produces the
characteristic double -humped
waveform of Fig. 3B. The average
output voltage is twice that of the

0.90, or 90 percent of the rms.
A fullwave bridge rectifier is shown
in Fig. 4A. This circuit does require
two additional diodes. Note that
probably a majority of the digital
equipment power supplies use
fullwave bridges instead of the regular
fullwave rectifier.
On one half of the ac cycle, point
A in Fig. 4A will be positive with
respect to point B. In that case, diodes
D3 and D4 are forward biased, and
D1/D2 are reversed biased. Current
flows from point B, through diode D3,
load R, , diode D4 and back to the
transformer at point A. On the second
half of the ac cycle, the situation
reverses; point A is negative with
respect to point B. Diodes D3/D4 are
reverse biased and D1/D2 are forward
biased. In this case, the current flows
from point A, through diode D1, load
R,, diode D2 and back to the
transformer at point B.
Once again we see that the current
through the load resistor is in the
same direction on both halves of the
ac input cycle. The output waveform in
the bridge rectifier (Fig. 4B) is the
same as in Fig. 3B. Again the average
output voltage is 0.9 times the applied
rms voltage.
Remember that we do not need a
transformer center -tap with the bridge
rectifier. The zero -volts reference point
is designated as the junction of the
anodes of D1 and D3. This point is
labelled negative ( -), while the
junction of the cathodes of D2 and D4
become the positive (+) point. Most
equipment uses prepackaged bridge
rectifiers (i.e. as in Fig. 4C), on which

half -wave case; i.e. 2 x 0.45 - =

the +, -, and ac terminals are
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Fig. 6 Equivalent circuit of any power
supply
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Fig. 7 Ditto from Fig. 6

Fig. 8 A) Zener diode curve B) Typical
Zener regulator circuit

marked. Note that either the sinewave
symbol shown in the example (4C) will
be used, or the letters "AC."
With any given transformer, the
bridge rectifier will produce an output
voltage twice that of the simple
fullwave circuit of Fig. 3. This is
because it uses the entire secondary
winding of the transformer on both
halves of the ac cycle. But unless the
transformer is especially designated
for bridge rectifiers,then we must draw
only half of the allowable secondary
current. Otherwise, the primary VA
rating will be exceeded. The full
"rated" secondary current can be
drawn only when the regular
center -tap fullwave rectivier circuit of
Fig. 3 is used. The rating for bridge
service will be one-half of this value.
The rectifier diodes used in digital
equipment low voltage, high current,
power supplies tend to be "horses."
Of course, the low current supplies will
use 1 amp diodes in the 1 N4000
class, but that high current supply may
very well use stud -mounted individual
diodes, or a big bridge pack.
Filters. Most electronic circuits
cannot use pulsating dc. They require
instead pure, or nearly pure, dc. The
pulsations are called ripple (which in
this case is not a wine). Ripple is
expressed both in percent and by
frequency. Halfwave rectifiers have a
ripple factor of 120 percent, and a
ripple frequency (number of humps
per second) of 60 Hz. Both fullwave
rectifiers have a ripple factor of 48
percent and a ripple frequency of 120
Hz (in the USA and other countries
with 60 Hz ac power mains).
A filter circuit is used to smooth the
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Fig. 9 A) Zener-referenced series -pass regulator B) Feedback Series -pass regulator.
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service benches, that they had a "filter
capacitor amplifier (?)" that made the
10,000 of capacitor look like 1 farad! I
bet that readers in the auto electronics
business long enough to know what
an OZ4 is remember that claim! What
they referred to was the fact that their
supply used a voltage regulator, and it
reduced the ripple to a point that
would require a 1 farad capacitor to
duplicate.

Practical power supplies

Fig. 10 Switching regulator

pulsations to produce nearly pure dc.
In the simplest case of Fig. 5A (most
often used in computer power
supplies), the filter capacitor C1 is
across the rectifier output, in parallel
with the load. The action of the filter
capacitor is shown in Fig. 5B. The
solid line indicates the pulsating
waveform without the filter, while the
doted lines show the output waveform
with the filter capacitor connected.
Capacitor C1 will charge to
approximately E,,. But after the peak
has passed the charge in the
capacitor will return to the circuit; i.e. it
is dumped across the load. The effect
of the charge returning from C1 is to
fill in the area between pulses (shaded
zone in Fig. 5B). The filter reduces the
ripple factor to a low value.
The value of capacitor C1 is critical
in the correct operation of the circuit.
In general, the required minimum
value of capacitor C1 is higher in
halfwave circuits than in fullwave (due
to the difference in ripple factor, 120%
vs 48%). For low voltage power
supplies, C1 should be at least 500

of (up to 500 mA), or 1000 of (to 1
amp). For supplies delivering over 1
ampere, the rule of thumb is at least
1000 4f/amp, with some authorities
asking for 2000 of/amp. This means
that the minimum value of the filter
capacitor in a 12 amp computer power
supply (i.e. +5 volt) is 1000 of/amp
times 12 amps, or 12,000 µf (with

some asking for 24,000 IA. Most
microcomputers currently on the
market beat this minimum by a
considerable margin; i.e. they use
power supply filters in the 30,000
100,000 of range.
The circuit of Fig. 5A accurately
represents the mainframe supply of
machines using distributed regulation.
Even if the filter capacitor is grossly
oversize for the current load, however,
some small amount of ripple will
remain. A voltage regulator circuit will
reduce that ripple almost down to
nothing, even though its main function
to maintain the output voltage at a
defined level. This has lead some
manufacturers to claim, for their
low -voltage dc supplies used on

A "typical" power supply for small
microcomputers, and
microprocessor -based digital
instruments will deliver either +12
Vdc, or -±15 Vdc, and -5 Vdc at 1
ampere on the low current side. There
will also be a high current, +5 volt,
regulated power supply for TTL
devices. The high current power
supply might deliver as little as 1 to 3
amperes in very simple, small scale,
devices, or as much as 200 amperes
in large mainframe computer power
supplies. Most, though, seem to be
rated in the 5 to 25 ampere range; 10
to 12 amps being especially common.
A principle requirement of
computer/digital power supplies is
good voltage regulation. It seems that
all dc power supplies have a certain
amount of internal, or source,
resistance (R,). When a load current I
is drawn from the power supply, then
a voltage drop / x R, = E will occur
across the internal resistance.
The value of the internal resistance
can be "determined" by using Ohm's
law. The voltage used in the
calculation is the power supply
open -terminal (i.e. load disconnected)
voltage. This voltage is measured with
load R, disconnected, and the output
current is zero (see Fig. 6). The
current used in the calculation is the
current that would flow if the output
were short-circuited (i.e. R,, = 0).
DON'T ACTUALLY TRY THIS... few
power supplies can withstand an
ETID - May 1980 / 25
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Fig. 11 Dual voltage, low current, power supply A) Circuit, B) typical three -terminal IC regulator case styles.

output short circuit without being
destroyed. We can use an alternative
method for calculating the internal
source resistance R,:
Rs

=

(E - Eo) /

GROUND BUSS

I

01

2N3771

Where:

HEP 57000

R, is the source resistance of the
power supply
E is the open -terminal output
voltage
E is the loaded (i.e. R1, not equal to
0) output voltage.
is the load current that produced
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Voltage regulation is a measure of
how stable the output voltage remains
between loaded and unloaded
conditions; i.e. as the load current
varies. Figure 7 shows how output
voltage changes occur with changes
in load current. Note that internal
resistance R, is connected in series
with the load resistance R. The
output voltage, then, can only be a
fraction of the open -terminal voltage
because R, and R, effectively form a
resistor voltage divider. The full load
output voltage will be:
E0

=

(ERA) / (Rs +RL)

Voltage regulation is usually specified
in terms of a percentage, which is
calculated from:

Percent Regulation = (E-E)(100%)/(E)
An electronic circuit that keeps the
voltage stable is the voltage regulator
(good choice of words, eh?)
There are four basic forms of
regulator circuit used in common
power supplies: Zener diode,
Zener-referenced series -pass,
feedback, and switching.
The Zener (pronounced zen-ner)
diodes have a property that allows
them to be used as voltage regulators
in electronic circuits. Fig. 8A shows
the l -vs -E curve for a Zener diode. In
the +E, or forward biased, region they
26 / ET/D - May 1980

2 AMPS

Fig. 12 +5 volts DC, high current power supply

operate exactly like any other PN
junction diode. But in the -E, or
reverse biased, region they behave
quite differently. From Do volts, to a
point called the Zener point (Vi), they
are like other diodes; i.e. only a small
leakage current will flow across the
PN junction. But when -E reaches
the Zener point, the diode will
avalanche (i.e. breakover) and
conducts a reverse current. V, tends
to remain constant (unless the
temperature varies markedly), and it is
to this voltage that the diode will
regulate the applied voltage.
Figure 8B shows a typical Zener
diode voltage regulator circuit. Diode
D1 is connected in parallel with the
load A. Resistor R1 is a series
current limiter that protects D1 from
excess current flow. If R1 were not
used, D1 would burn out.

Unfortunately, the simple Zener diode
regulator circuit can only be used in
applications that are "light duty." A
general working rule is that the load
current should be held to 10 or 20
percent of the zener current... hence the
limitation to light service.

A better solution is to use a zener
diode as a reference source that
controls a series -pass transistor, as in
Fig. 9A. In this type of circuit, the
actual control element is the
series -pass transistor, 01. Zener
diode D1 is used only as a reference
source. The output voltage in this
circuit is a function of the reference
voltage V, and the base -emitter
voltage of 01. It can be found
approximately from
E0

= Vz -

Vbe

The maximum output current is
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Fig. 13 SCR Crowbar overvoltage protector

approximately the normal load current
/,, allowed by the Zener diode,
multiplied by the beta of the transistor;
assuming, of course, that neither the
maximum collector current, nor
collector power dissapation are
exceeded at that level.
The feedback regulator, of Fig. 9B,
is another type of circuit that uses a
control element and a series pass
element (Q1). In this case, however,
the control element is a differential
amplifier, used in this case as an error
amplifier. In most cases, the amplifier
will have unity, or very low, gain. A
reference potential is applied to one
input of the error amplifier, while a
sample of the output potential is
applied to the other input. The output
of the error amplifier is used to drive
the base of transistor 01. This output
is proportional to the difference
between Eref and the output voltage
sample E. As long as these voltages
are equal, then Q1 is in equilibrium.
But changes in E,,, reflected as
changes in E, either turn on, or turn
off, Q1 a little bit and bring the circuit
back into equilibrium.
All forms of series -pass transistor
suffer from at least one fault: there is
a high inpuVoutputdifferential (Ein/E)
across the series pass element. This
means that the series -pass transistor
must dissapate a large amount of
power, and so is inefficient. A TTL
supply operating from a +10 volt
source, for instance, is only 50 percent
efficient, at best.
One solution to this problem is to
use a switching power supply, or
switching regulator circuit. An
example of one of the many different
types of switching regulator is shown in
Fig 10. The LC elements L1/C1 form a
low-pass filter to smooth out the high
frequency components (many kHz)
from the switching action. The key to
this circuit is a pulse width modulator
stage. The PWM produces output
pulses to drive the switching element.
The duty cycle of these pulses (i.e.

the ratio of HIGH/LOW time on the
squarewave) is determined by the
difference amplifier output. This
amplifier serves a function similar to
that served in the feedback regulator
circuit; i.e. it produces an output that
is proportional to the difference
between the reference potential Ercf
and the sample of the output voltage
E. Then the output voltage rises, then
the duty cycle of the switching pulses
narrows in order to keep the L1/C1
network disconnected from input
voltage source Eh-, a little longer. But if
the output voltage drops, as when the
load current demand increases, then
the pulse width widens, thereby
keeping the filter network connected to
the source a little longer portion of
each second.
The switching regulator can be very
efficient, indeed. If an electronic switch
is made from a transistor with a low
V,. saturation voltage, and inductor L1
has a high Q, then the efficiency can
approach 90 percent. Switching power
supplies, then, are a lot smaller in
physical size for a given output current
rating. In one microcomputer, a 15
ampere, +5 volt dc switching power
supply takes up only 40 cu. in. of
inside -chassis space, and weighs only
a couple of pounds... try getting a
regulator 5 Vdc @15 amp regulated
supply in that space!

Some typical circuits
Most microcomputers use relatively
common components in the dc supply.
Few of them will be a great mystery to
the up-to-date service technician. In
the low voltage, low current, supplies
and on indivudual boards where
distributed +5 volts is used, they will
usually have three -terminal IC voltage
regulators. These are shown in Fig.
11. The circuit in Fig. 11A is a dual
voltage (i.e. ± 12 Vdc) low current
power supply. Fig. 11B shows the
various case styles of the common
three -terminal regulator devices.
Capacitors C1 and C2 are the main

filter capacitors. These are rated at
2000 pf, in keeping with the 2000
pf/amp rule given in part 1; i.e. this is
a 1 ampere supply. Similarly,
capacitors C7 and C8, which are used
to improve the output transient
response of the circuit, are rated
according to the rule 100 µf/amp.
Capacitors C3, C4, C5 and C6 are
used to improve the immunity to
noise. Devices OV1 and OV2 are
overvoltage protectors, about which
more later.
There are four basic families of
three -terminal regulators: LM320,
LM340, 7800, and 7900. The LM340
and 7800 devices are positive
regulators, and are essentially
identical to each other. Similarly, the
LM320 and 7900 devices are
equivalent negative voltage regulators.
Note! There are pinout differences
between positive and negative
regulator families... take a close look
at U1 and U2 in Fig. 11A!
The different IC regulator case
styles offer different output current
levels. The H -style case, for example,
will pass up to 100 mA of current in
free air, although some manufacturers
will try to get 150 - 200 mA by
heat -sinking. The H -style package is
the same as the transistor TO -5
package. The T -style case, which is
the same as a transistor TO -220 (i.e.
"P-66") package, is usually rated 750
mA in free -air and 1 ampere when
heat-sinked. The K -style package, a
transistor TO -3 package, is capable of
delivering 1 ampere in free -air and 1.5
amperes (some push to 2 amps) when
heat-sinked.
The voltage rating of these IC
regulators is fixed, and will be given by a
suffix on the type number. A 7805, then,

is a 5 VDC regulator. In the LM- series,
even the case style will be specified: An
LM -340T-5 is a 5 volt, positive, regulator

in a T style package. Similarly an
LM -320K-15 is a 15 volt, negative
regulator in a TO -3 (K -style) package.
One of the older regulators available
is the LM -309. These are only found in 5

volt models, but are available in H (100
mA) and K (1 amp) sizes. The LM309K is

essentially the same beast as the 7805
and LM -340K-5.
Several manufacturers are offering 3
amp (LM323) regulators and even 5
amp regulators in the five volt size.
Lambda Electronics offers a complete
line of regulators, from 100 mA to 30
amperes, at voltages ranging from 5
volts to 30 volts.
Figure 12 shows a typical
microcomputer power supply for the +5
ET/D - May 1980 I 27

volt, high current, source. I built this
circuit from Motorola application notes
for my own 26K Digital Group Z80
system. The transformer is a 6.3/7.5
volt, 25 ampere Triad filament
transformer. It is rectified by a 25
ampere bridge stack, and filtered by an
80,000 µF /10 volt electrolytic capacitor.
A high current transistor, Ql, is used as
a series -pass element. A 50 to 100 cu. ft.
min. whisper fan was necessary to keep

Q1 cool, and was positioned to blow
directly across the heatsink on which 01
was mounted. The regulator was an IC
type, although not a three -terminal

device. In this case, the Motorola
MC1469R (also sold under HEP number
C6049R) device. The output voltage of
this IC is applied to the base of the
series -pass transistor. The level of this
voltage, hence the output voltage, is set
by potentiometer R3 (voltage adjust).
I selected my own power supply
circuit, or rather Motorola's, because it
illustrates two features of most high
current digital power supplies:
overcurrent protection and remote
sensing. The purpose of overcurrent
protection, also called current limiting, is
to protect the power supply and the
+5V/ground foil patterns on the
computer's PC boards in the event of a
short circuit. If a short occurred on one of

9 reasons why
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prefer Endeco
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1. Operates at 120v,
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for longer tip life

burn resistant
Neoprene

ground.

Remote sensing is required to keep
the voltage at the PC boards up to the
specified level. Pin no. 5 of the regulator
IC is the feedback amplifier input for E

(i.e. the sample of the output voltage. It is
run as a separate line out to the PC lands
where it is required to keep the voltage
close to +5 volts dc. We have to become
aware of things like the I R drop of power
distribution leads in digital devices. Even
though the PC lands are quite wide, and

very low resistance, they will drop the
voltage a few dozen millivolts. In my own

microcomputer, the voltage at the last
card on the mothorboard was only
+4.65 Vdc when the input voltage was
5.05 VDC. Using the sense raised the
voltage at the last card to +4.98 volts,
reasonable for TTL. A point must be
selected for the sense line, where it is
connected to the +5 VDC line, that will
keep the voltage level at the farthest
card within spec, yet does not place too
high a voltage on the first card in the
computer!
Overvoltage protection is mandatory
on computer systems. The TTL devices
used in computers and other digital
applications will burn out if a sustained
power supply potential of more than
+5.6 Vdc occurs. Can you imagine what
would happen to several kilobucks worth
of computer if the series -pass transistor
in the power supply went out? The +8 to
+30 volts from the main filter capacitor

would be applied to the +5 volt line...
continued on page 45
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3. Cool,

the PC boards, for instance, and the
supply was able to deliver 20 amperes,
or so, then all of the foil between the
power supply and the affected card
would likely vaporize. The supply would
also probably be damaged. The
MC1469R provides current protection
through pin no. 4. If this pin goes LOW,
then the regulator turns off the output
voltage. The mechanism of the
protection circuit includes a small (60
milliohms) series resistor and control
transistor Q2. Q2 is normally turned off,
because its base -emitter voltage is less
than 0.6 volts. The effective bias on Q2
is formed by the voltage drop across the
60 milliohm series resistor. Since the
original supply was designed for 10
amps output, the value of the resistor
(0.060 ohms) will drop 0.6 volts. If any
higher output current is drawn, then Q2
is forward biased and turns on. This
lowers the voltage at pin no. 4 of the
regulator IC and turns it off. This feature
saved my mother board when a piece of
the aluminum foil that the DMOS
devices were wrapped in found its way
across the +5 volt high current line and

unbreakable
polycarbonate
handle
4. Exclusive
bracket
insures
alignment,
prevents
damage
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steel

construction

8. Eight tip sizes.
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5. Safety light
in handle
\tells when
it's on
7. Temperature
control.
Low, high

or off.
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The audio bench
Test instruments for audio service

There is an entire area of test
instruments for specialized
stereo Hi-Fi, audio, servicing.
Here's a rundown on what
those instruments do and a
tabulation of many of those
available.
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By Walter H. Schwartz
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Amber

201

2

'a' g

202

203

B&K-Precision

The troubleshooting and repair of
audio equipment, particularly if you
wish to do warranty repairs on one or
more brands of quality equipment,
requires at least as much specialized
test equipment as does TV service. In
addition to the basic test instruments,
scopes, semiconductor testers, VOMs,
DMMs, etc., such instruments as
distortion analyzers, stereo generators
and WOW -flutter meters are
necessary to satisfactorily test
amplifiers, tuners, tape decks and
turntables.
We are going to discuss and
tabulate here many of those
instruments intended specifically for
audio troubleshooting and ignore
those equally necessary but more
universal such as the oscilloscope.
You will find a wide price range
between instruments of similar
function. Here you can base your
decision on cost on your intended
approach to audio service. If you wish
to simply be able to repair most
equipment satisfactorily-and perhaps
spend a little more time doing it-you
can get by quite well with test
equipment of somewhat relaxed
specifications. If you intend to
warranty work for one or more of the
manufacturers of high -end audio
equipment you may find them very
particular indeed as to the
specifications of the test equipment
30 / ETID - May 1980
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204'
205

EICO

206

207

210

211

208
212

209

213

Fidelipac
FSI

.
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214
215

Heath

2162

Hewlett-Packard

2213

2172

Hickok

2182

2192

2224

2235

2202

232'

224

Kikusui

2257

2268

Krohn Hite

22911

230'2

234

235

240

241

242

243

24715

24816

24917

Leader

233

Marconi

2279

22810
231

236

237

Meguro

244

24513

3-M

250

251

252

253

254

Radiometer

Sound Technology

256

Sencore

261

257

24614

258

259

239

255

260
262

Tektronix

26318

VIZ

264

1 Two models.
2 In kit form, unassembled.
3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 Several models of each.

238

11, 12 Several models of each.
13,14,15,16,17 Several models of each.
18 Part of the TM 500 Series.

Manufacturers of test instruments for servicing stereo Hi-Fi equipment. For more
information check the reader service numbers as indicated in the appropriate column.

Hewlett Packard 339A

s

Marconi F242A

Sound Technology 1710A

Meguro MAK-600A

Krohn Hite 6801

Leader LDM-170

Kikusui Model 630

Amber 3500

Heathkit IM -5258

Heathkit IM -5248

Fig. 2 Harmonic and Intermodulation Distortion Meters.

Sound Technology,
Model 1000A

Leader Instruments
LSG-231

Radiometer SMG40 and 110

Fig. 3 FM -Stereo Signal Generators

you use. The cost difference from one
bench to the other might be as much
as five to one.

Harmonic distortion
analyzers
Perhaps the first really special
instrument that comes to mind when
considering audio work is the
harmonic distortion analyzer. In
simplest terms, the harmonic distortion
analyzer is an audio oscillator, an
audio voltmeter and a null network.
The oscillator signal drives the
amplifier under test and the voltmeter

measures the output across a load.
The nulling network eliminates the
fundamental-what is left is the
harmonics. The harmonic contribution
of the oscillator and the instrument
amplifiers and whether the nulling is
automatic or manual all contribute to
the cost differences between
instruments. A typical lower cost
instrument will measure down to
0.03% distortion; the most costly
($1600-$2000) can measure to
0.002% and automatically track the
oscillator and the null filters. Most of
the harmonic distortion meters allow

use of the voltmeter and oscillator
independently of the THD (total
harmonic distortion) function and an
occasional instrument does not have a
built-in oscillator.

Intermodulation distortion
analyzers
Another form of distortion occurs when
two frequencies mix in the nonlinearities
of an amplifier to produce sum and
difference products. Generally
60Hz and 7kHz frequencies are
used to drive the amplifier under test,
in a 4 to 1 ratio. The high frequency
ETID - May 1980 / 31
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Meguro MCR-403

B 1;1

Sound Technology 1410A

0

-71
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Krohn Hite 4100
Kikusui 4045

B&K-Precision 3010

F. Heathkit IG-1272

Fig. 4 Audio Oscillators

components are filtered out and
demodulated. The degree to which
they have been modulated by the low
frequency (60Hz) is expressed as a
percentage intermodulation distortion
(IM).

WOW and Flutter meters
WOW and flutter are mechanical
problems of tape equipment and
turntables, which result in variations in
tape or record speed and consequent
effects in the sound produced by the
system. WOW is variations in the
frequency range of 0.1Hz to 10Hz.
Flutter is frequencies above 10Hz.
Another factor, drift, is extremely slow
tape or turntable speed variation. A
reference frequency, usually 3150Hz,
is used, derived from a built in source
or a test tape or record; the play back
frequency variations can be expressed
as per cent drift, wow or flutter.
There are several weightings (different
standards to which these
measurements are made) possible for
these readings. IEEE/DIN standard is
reportedly the most popular.

Audio oscillators
In this category we can include almost
any audio signal source from simple
audio generators to sophisticated
instruments with audio burst output,
audio sweep capabilities, and function
32 / ETID - May 1980

calibrated in terms of sine
waves-they are in error when
distortion is present.

generators which offer square wave,
and triangular wave output (and other
waveforms perhaps) as well as sine
waves.
For simple signal injection
troubleshooting a rather elementary
signal source will do. If checking
distortion, the source should be very
low distortion. A wide frequency range
and square wave output are useful for
checking for frequency response and
a good output attenuator is necessary
when driving low level stages. Output
level flatness is convenient; you will
not have to readjust the output when
changing frequency.
Cost varies greatly; in inverse
proportion to distortion for example.
Low priced oscillators of 1% distortion
can be one fifth the cost of an
oscillator with 0.002% distortion.

This signal generator must supply
signals for troubleshooting and aligning
the front end of receivers, a sweep
signal for IF and discriminator
alignment and supply a composite
stereo signal for stereo decoder
adjustments or be capable of
being modulated by a separate
composite stereo generator.
Adequate stability, reasonable dial
accuracy, low leakage and an output
attenuator capable of reducing the
output to a fraction of a microvolt are
also necessary features of the RF
generator.

Audio millivoltmeter

Special Instruments

The audio millivoltmeter is used to
measure signal levels; the output of
tape heads and cartridges, to make

These instruments are the test sets,
analyzers, combinations of instruments,
for convenience of use or to simplify
troubleshooting or testing. They can
range in sophistication from Leader's
LAV-191 which is an audio oscillator
and an ac voltmeter in one package to
Amber's 4400A which can thoroughly
analyze an amplifier, and with the
addition of an X -Y recorder, plot the
results automatically.
Sencore's SG165 Analyzer is an

stage gain measurements, of ac voltage

from a fraction of a millivolt to several
hundred volts. Usually the
millivoltmeter is also calibrated in dB.
A few instruments have a choice of
linear or logarithmic volt and dB
scales.

Remember that most of these
meters are average reading meters

RF/FM/Stereo signal

generators

8160 FLUTTER METER

0
CIIK,4

BPI 1000C
and 1600

COQ*

3M 8160

Kikusui 6702

Fidelipac 65-390

Fig. 5 Wow and Flutter -Meters

Leader LAS -5500

1,111.1.
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Amber 4400A
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111111111111111
Sencore SG165

Leader LFR-5600

Fig. 6 Test Sets, Analyzers

AM/FM/Stereo signal generator, audio
signal source, speaker dummy load
and output meter combination. It
provides all the signals necessary for
routine service of AM/FM/stereo
receivers. BPI's 7000A Audio Analyzer
combines the functions of an audio
oscillator, a harmonic distortion
analyzer, an ac voltmeter, and wow,
flutter and drift meters in one package.
Sound Technology's Model 1500A is
intended for complete testing of tape
recorders, as is 3 -M's Model 6500.
The Meguro MAT -143 is an
instrument which traces frequency
response on an oscilloscope; Leader's
LFR-5600 plots frequency response

on a strip chart recorder.

Miscellaneous
Finally, don't forget 4/8/16 ohm load
resistors capable of handling the
power output of the amplifiers you are
testing. Sony has recommended Dale
NH250 and RCL ALN-250
noninductive resistors for some time.
These require large heat sinks if full
rated power is to be dissipated; they
(Sony) recommend mounting them on
a sheet of 1/8 inch aluminum 72 inches
long and 16 inches high, and
mounting the assembly behind the
bench.
Also a valuable instrument, is a good

quality bench receiver and a pair of
speakers-which can be used as
necessary to check out anything you
want to listen to.
Last, but definitely not least, don't
forget a variable auto transformer
Variacc*, Powerstar3", or whatever. It
need not be an extremely large one; a
five amp unit can handle, if used
correctly, up to 600 watts. Careful use
of this one simple device can save
you from major disaster and untold
anguish and embarrassment.
Again, I repeat, dependent upon
your needs, the equipment required for
satisfactory audio service can vary in
continued on page 45
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Microprocessors
the easy way,
part VII
BASIC or assembly language, what's the diff?

Thank God for high level

errors corrected (debugging), in order to
avoid errors cropping up when the
computer is actually performing its
programmed task. The debugged
program is run, and if O.K. is recorded in
permanent form (documentation). If
there are still errors, debugging is
performed again, and again, until there
are no detectable errors left.
Documentation includes a written record
of the above described steps, including
problem definition, solution, language
used, flowcharting, etc.

languages. Within a few years
all but design engineers and a

few hardcore hobbyists will
have washed their hands of
lower level languages. For the
reasons why-continue on.
By Bernard B. Daien

Most introductory or general texts about
MPUs discuss machine language, and
briefly mention assembly language.
BASIC, an intrepreter language, has up
to now, been the most popular choice of
professionals for MPU programming.
BASIC (for Beginners All-purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code) is one of the
easier languages to learn and use. This
article discusses both assembly and
BASIC, providing some comparison
between them, to help the reader
understand the neglected area that falls
between architecture and programming.
It is generally accepted that for every
dollar spent on the MPU's hardware, ten
or more dollars will be spent on
programming. It is obvious that the
greatest savings can be made by
improving programming efficiency, and
this is easily done with a higher level
language, such as BASIC, instead of
programming in machine code or
assembly language.

In the beginning
Before a program can be written in any
language, the programmer must go
34 / ETID - May 1980

Flowcharting?

Fig. 1 Some flowcharting symbols. This is a
flowchart of a silly little program which
continually increments a varable until it
equals three and then prints the result, A-3
before ending.

through some preliminary steps. First
the problem must be understood. The
problem then has to be defined, and
following that, it must be stated. Next, a
solution must be found for the problem,
and finally, the solution is written in the
computer language used.
The instructions so written are fed into
the computer's memory (termed,
"loading" the computer). The program is
then run through a dummy run, and

Flowcharting (see Figure 1) is a means
of illustrating the steps required to solve
a computer problem. (Actually
flowcharting can be used to solve
problems for other purposes too.)
Although not used by all programmers, it
is especially useful for beginners, since
it helps to clearly visualize each step in
the solution of a problem, and because it
also provides a sort of schematic
diagram of the steps used. Documenting
in this manner provides a record that
enables others to understand what you
have done, and why you did it.
Figure 1 shows some symbols used in
flowcharting. Although they are shown
with a label inside of each, labels are not
always used in actual practice. The
shape of the symbol indicates its use,
just as the standardized signs now used
on many highways tell the driver what
each sign means, by shape.
The "Start" and "End" symbols are
self explanatory, indicating the
beginning and end of each flowchart.
The "Decision" symbol is more
interesting. This symbol has input, from

the previous steps in the solution, but it
has two outputs, for the two possible
conditions resulting from the decision
symbol shown asks, "Does A equal 3?"

programming, as a road map is in
planning an automobile trip.

If it does, we go on to the next step in the
process, below. If A does not equal 3, we

Earlier in this series we discussed the
instruction set that each MPU has, and
the various languages used for
computer programming. An instruction
set for the Motorola 6800 MPU was
reproduced (ET/D, Dec. 1979, P. 16),
and we are going to repeat part of that
set now, in Figure 2, and discuss its use

go off (out the side), to another step
towards the solution.
The rectangle indicates a processing
step, such as adding, as shown, or
subtracting, or any other processing
operation.
The slanted rectangle, or
parallelogram, is another flowcharting
symbol used to indicate either an input
or output condition, i.e., either the
operator inputing information to the
computer or the computer printing out
information on a CRT or teletype.
The numbers adjacent to the
flowcharting symbols indicate the line
number of the program which that

A look at assembly language

accumulator A
Load

accumulator A

Direct

only two operations out of the seventy

are contained in the one byte instruction.

two in the set, to use as examples for the
points we are trying to understand. The

Implied is usually used for nonmemory
purposes (as in this example), and

examples chosen are: "Load
accumulator A," and "Clear
accumulator A," both very common
instructions. Notice that four different
addressing modes can be used for

therefore does not require an address in
memory.
IMMEDIATE. In immediate
addressing the data to be operated on is
usually the second byte in the program

Indexed

Extended

CLRA

LDAA

86
(2)

96

A6

B6

(3)

(5)

(4)

Boolean

Inherent

arithmetic
operation

4F (2)

()CF.- A

M-..- A

Fig. 2 Some typical instructions for the Motorola 6800 MPU.

particular flowchart symbol represents.
Sometimes we may want to go off to
another point in the program, without
having lines cris-cross into a mess. In
that case a little circle is used, with a
number in it, which signifies the
computer is to jump to the flowchart
symbol identified by that number.
These procedures are considered to
be good programming practice, but quite
often, when an experienced
programmer writes a short program, he
skips some of them, on the assumption
that any other programmer can easily
follow his program. Unfortunately, what
is immediately obvious to one person,
may not be at all clear to someone else.
It is advisable that the reader who
pursues programming further, use full
documentation in all his early attempts
at programming. Errors can be readily
spotted, in the flow chart, and other
steps. Your memory is a poor substitute
for them!

loading accumulator A; immediate,
using 2 clock cycles, or direct, taking 3
clock cycles, or, indexed, taking 5 clock
cycles, or, extended, taking 4 clock
cycles. You are probably saying, "I
would use the immediate addressing
mode, because it only uses 2 clock
cycles, and therefore must be the
fastest, simplest, most efficient
operation," and your logic would be very
reasonable. The trouble is that the
addressing mode is dictated not only by
the op code (which is the instruction part
of the program statement, and is what
we have been talking about), but is also
determined by the operand which
follows the op code.
This sounds complicated, but
becomes much easier to understand
when we proceed with our two
examples, with the aid of Figure 2, and
the following definitions of the different
"addressing modes."

The road map

DIRECT. Direct addressing is the most
frequently used mode and is often
referred to as "Absolute" addressing. In
direct addressing, the address is

There are some other symbols used in
flowcharting, but for the purpose of this
article, the point is made. Most
programming texts include a full list of
the symbols used, and it is advisable to
commit them to memory (a simple task),

because the flowchart is as useful in

the address is implied by the op code, or,
rephrased, the address is inherent in the

a bit.
Referring to Figure 2, we have taken

Mnemonic
Immediate

Clear

last two bytes, and in this case may also

be referred to as "extended"
addressing.
IMPLIED. Implied addressing is often
referred to as "Inherent" addressing,
and both names are appropriate, since

op code. An example will clarify this:
Suppose the program instruction says
"Increment accumulator A." The action
indicated is incrementing. The address
is the register being incremented. Both

Addressing modes (number of MPU cycles in parenthesis)
Operation

of addressing, the address may be the

Addressing modes

incorporated in the second 8 bit byte of a

two byte program instruction. (The first
byte is the op code.) When a three byte
program instruction is used in this mode

instruction, and thus is immediately
available for processing. This is better
understood when compared with direct
addressing mode. In direct addressing,
the data might be held in memory, at a
specific address, and that address
would be the second byte of the
instruction (in the case of extended
addressing, the address would be the
second and third byte). The data would
then be available only after reading out the
contents of the memory, and therefore

would not be immediately available, as
in the immediate mode. Thus the
immediate mode is used when speed is
important (and the situation permits).
INDEXED. Indexing utilizes the ability
of the index register to modify
addressing operations. (Refer to the
previous material in this series
discussing the index register.) The
address of the memory location desired
is formed by adding the address in the
program instruction to the address held
in the index register.
RELATIVE. In relative addressing, the
address desired is the address in the
program instruction, added to the
address in the program counter. (Refer
to the previous material in this series
discussing the program counter.)
Remember, the program counter
increments by one, and contains the
address of the next instruction to be
retrieved from memory, in sequence.
Thus in relative addressing, the second
byte in the program instruction is used to
change, or "displace" the program
counter, and is often referred to as the
"displacement." By this means the
program counter can be relocated
anywhere in memory. The first seven
bits of this second byte determine the
ETID - May 1980 I 35

amount of displacement, and the eighth
bit indicates whether we want to add to,
or subtract from the contents of the
program counter.
REGISTER. The op code specifies a
register in which the operand is stored.
Thus no operand need be noted.
REGISTER INDIRECT. The op code
specifies a register in which the memory
address of the operand is stored. (In this
case the operand is stored in memory,
and the address in memory is being held
in a register.)
I/O. Input/output addressing, also
known as "port addressing," selects an
input or output device by means of the
address word (or words in the program
instruction. (Refer to I/O material earlier
in this series.)
By now you should know that an
operand can be a data word, or an
address in memory in which data is held,
or the address of a register in which data
is held. In any event, we eventually
operate on the data desired, the
difference being in the number of steps
required to do so. So, although the
Motorola instruction set has only 72
instructions, many of these can be
addressed in several different modes,
yielding almost two hundred different
hexadecimal machine codes! The larger
the instruction set is, the more flexible

and useful the MPU is, and the more
difficult it is to master, as a general rule.
Now, back to assembly language.
Figure two tells us that when we use
an op code for loading accumulator A,
we transfer the contents of a memory
address into accumulator A. This is
shown by the symbols under the
heading "BOOLEAN/ARITHMETIC
OPERATION." (Long ago a Mr. Boole
stated the math rules for operating under
the restraints that binary machines face,

hence the names "Boolean Logic" and
"Boolean Mathematics" are often
encountered in computer books.)
In this case the symbols are, M
A
which says "transfer the contents of the
memory into accumulator A." and is
really a self obvious sign language. Of
course we can't transfer the entire
contents of a large memory into a small
accumulator...we are talking about
transferring the contents of a particular
memory address into the accumulator.
But, we said earlier that sometimes we
may use a two word address, and store,
information in two locations in memory.
So now we see that the op code tells us
what we want done, but the information
being moved around (or operated on),
can be one word, or two words...or, as
you have already seen, no words at all!
Now here is where these pieces all fit
36 / ET/D - May 1980

together, and start making some
sense...

It really makes sense
If we have one, or two, words of data
following the op code in the program
instruction, then we use the immediate
mode. If the data is found at a one word
address (in memory), then the word
following the op code will be an address,
and we use the direct mode. If the data is

to be found at two locations, held in
memory, then a two word address will
follow the op code, and we use the
extended mode. If the data is at an
address which is formed by adding the
operand to the index registers contents,
then we must use the indexed mode.
Stated another way, the op code in the

instruction set tells the MPU what we
want done...but that is only half of the
story. We must also tell the MPU what
we want it done to: the memory word, or
data we want moved...and that means
we have to consider the operand (which
can be data, or an address). So we must

ask ourselves, "Is the operand data, or
an address? And is it a one word
operand, or a two word operand?" The
MPU has to handle each differently, with
a different number of clock cycles. The
more movements, the more clock
cycles; the more words moved, the more
clock cycles, since most MPUs move
those 8 bit chunks (bytes) around in
parallel format.

Other examples
Let's look at our other example, "Clear
Accumulator A," which means we want
to empty accumulator A, in preparation
for using it. The Boolean/Arithmetic
Operation column symbology for this is
00 -*A which means "put all zeros into
accumulator A"...and of course, if you
put nothing into A you have emptied its
contents by reducing them to zero.
Again, the symbols are self explanatory.
Now let's look at the possible addressing
modes...and lo! We have no choice
because there is only one addressing
mode, inherent. Note also that it takes
only 2 clock cycles to perform this
operation. To understand this remember
that the inherent mode is so named
because the operand is inherent in the
op code. When we use the mnemonic
"CLRA" we are not only saying
"CLEAR," we are also saying what we
want cleared, A. Thus the location
(address), in this case accumulator A, is
inherent in the op code, and no further
address is needed. Since we aren't
moving information out of one register
(or memory), into another, we need only
one short operation requiring only two

clock cycles.
Now that you know why we need to
use different addressing modes, you
understand that we must specify the
addressing mode when assembly
language programming. If you examine
Figure 2, under each addressing mode
there is a hexadecimal symbol, and
thus, in the case for the instruction for
"Clear Accumulator A" we need only
use the hex symbol 4F and the job is
done. It was simple in this case because
there was only one choice of address
mode, and we used it. Of course it would
have been more difficult in other cases
with several choices of addressing
mode, and that is where you would have
to do some thinking. As you can see, it
would become a slow process.
What we have been doing is known as
"hand assembling," used by many
computer hobbyists. Each mnemonic
must be located in the manufacturers
literature for the machine language code
(in this case, hexadecimal, which is
converted to binary inside the MPU).
This is a slow and boring process
(similar to looking up telephone
numbers), and is by nature, error prone.
Programmers who make a business out
of programming use a more efficient
method, based on an "assembler" (refer
to the material earlier in this series about
computer languages). An assembler is a
program which converts the mnemonics
into machine language, and does away
with the need for "Look up tables."
Because different makes and models
of MPUs use different instruction sets
and architecture, you must use an
assembler made for the particular MPU
type you are programming, but, as you
can readily appreciate, this takes some
of the pain out of using assembly
language.
Since there are different assemblers,
for different computers, there are also
slightly different rules for programming,
using these various assemblers. The
underlying principles are the same
however, and once these principles are
understood, it is not difficult for a
programmer to quickly learn the
procedure involved.
Even with an assembler, the
programmer sometimes specifies the
addressing mode he wants (or must)
use. But, instead of the programmer
looking up a hex machine code for the
operation desired, and the mode of
addressing to be used, he merely writes
the mnemonic for the desired operation
(remember, mnemonics are easily
memorized!), and uses a symbol for the
addressing mode desired. In the M6800
assembler program, the symbol #

indicates that the immediate mode is
being used, which tells the MPU that the

data is in the second byte of the
instruction. If the symbol # is ommitted,
the assembler reads the entire
instruction statement, and determines
the mode of addressing! Isn't that a
trememdous help?
It is impossible to cover assembly
programming in this article, but it is
possible to convey the ideas of what is
being done, and why...and that is what
we are trying to accomplish. At this point

we will go on to look at BASIC, so that
the reader may understand the
significant differences between these
two different programming languages,
and the way that they are used.

Some definitions
Since we are talking about
programming, it may be helpful to
emphasize a few basic definitions, even
though some of them have been
covered earlier, and others may now be
familiar through use in this series.
An "operation" is an action performed
by the computer in accordance with
instructions.
A "program instruction" is a group of
letters, symbols, or numbers, which
direct the computer to perform an
operation. (The instruction may also
include one or more addresses.)
A "computer program" is a group of
instructions, written in a form the
computer can use, in order to
accomplish a desired result.
An "addressing mode" means an
addressing method. There are usually
several different addressing methods
possible in MPUs.
We can break "operations" down into
several main categories. Some common
operations are listed below.
Input/Output. Transferring
information from an input to an
accumulator, or from an accumulator to
an output.
Transfer operations. Transferring
information from an accumulator to
memory, or from memory to an
accumulator. Transferring information
between an accumulator and a register,
or vice versa. "Pushing" into, or
"popping" out of the stack. Moving
information to the program counter,
stack pointer, etc. There are others
but these examples should suffice.
Increment/Decrement operations.
These are used to increment a register,
memory, or accumulator, or to
decrement same.
There are also other miscellaneous
operations, such as "Enable interrupt,"
"Disable interrupt," "Stop"...etc. There

is even an operation for doing nothing!
Sometimes we wish the MPU to skip to
the next operation, using up 2 cycles (a
form of time delay)...so the instruction
"No operation" (mnemonic NOP) exists,
for just such use.

On to BASIC
We said BASIC is a more efficient way to

communicate with the MPU, and the
following example is a good way to
illustrate this. We will assume that the
program is being entered on a terminal
keyboard. Each statement has a
number preceding it (the reason for the
number will be explained shortly). When
the program is completed, the command
RUN is typed. The computer then solves
the problem, and types out the answer
(in this case, the number 15), followed
by the word DONE (signifying task
completion).
Here's the problem, as written by the
programmer, and the result.

the simplicity of BASIC, and
encouraging the reader to continue the
study of programming.)
Let us now look at a few of the simpler

rules of BASIC programming...
The numbers at the start of each line
in the program are spaced in "tens" in
the example we just examined. It isn't
required to space exactly in tens, but ten
is a convenient number to deal with. We
could have spaced in 20s for example,
or even 1s, but the latter is not desirable.
The idea is to allow an adequate number

of spaces, which can be used later in
order to modify, or add to the program.
Remember, a program usually has
errors in it, and may need considerable
debugging, which could be
accomplished by inserting statements
between those already existing.

The print command
Another rule of BASIC...if a programmer
wants the computer to print out part of a

program exactly as written in the
program, the word PRINT is typed
ahead of the material to be printed out,
30 LET C=6
and the material to be reproduced is
40 PRINT A+ B+ C
placed within quotation marks. For
50 END
example: If you wish to have a title
RUN
describing the program to follow, you
15
would enter the following...
DONE
10 PRINT "THIS IS PROGRAM
Note that all the letters are capitals.
The form is very important, even the
ZEBRA"
After the END and RUN statements,
spacing between letter, numbers, and
the computer will print out,
symbols is according to form.
THIS IS PROGRAM ZEBRA
What the programmer did was to enter
as its first output, without the quotation
the numbers 4, 5, and 6 as data. He then
marks.
gave the algebraic formula for adding
To give an example of what quotation
the three numbers. (Each number was
marks mean to a BASIC program, let's
assigned a letter. Thereafter only the

10 LET A= 4
20 LET B =5

letter was used, in place of the number.
The letter was used exactly as it would
be in algebra.)
Remember, we said earlier that
BASIC is a computer language that
permits stating a problem in short
English statements, and mathematical
equations. Notice that we did not have to
use machine coded hexadecimal and
we did not have to use addressing
modes...(by the time you have read this
far you should have an appreciation of
the superiority of BASIC in reducing
time, effort, and errors in programming!).
The end of this little program was
indicated by END. The comment RUN
told the computer to execute the
program...but notice that RUN does not
have a number preceding it. (More
rules.) The computer runs the program,
and outputs the answer desired, in
accordance with the PRINT command
preceding the formula.
(This short sample program was given
only for the purpose of demonstrating

go back to the program in which we had
the computer print the results of adding
"4 +5 +6 =15."
If we had wanted the computer to
print: "A +B +C =15" we would have
modified our program, in line 40 only to
read:

40 PRINT "A +B +C ="; A +B +C
The computer, after having been
commanded to "run" the program,
would have responded with:

A+B+C=15
END

The semi colon in the above
statement tells the computer to allow no
space between the characters between
the quotation marks and the numerical
value.
There are many other procedures, a
few of which follow...
The asterisk, is used instead of the x
as a multiplication symbol, because x is
continued on page 45
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Weston's latest addition to its line of

REPORT

of the constant audio "beep" emitted

general purpose multimeters is a compact little pushbutton operated digital
multimeter known as the "Roadrunner."
About 71/2 by 3 inches, the Roadrunner (Model 6100) is called that because

when used as a continuity tester or for
checks of diodes, transistors, or LEDs.

Of course the really unique feature of
the Roadrunner is the audio response
function. This function provides an audi-

ble response to the user within milliseconds after the test is performed provided the measurement value is below
the level marked on the front panel. The

ranges available are: less than 1 ohm,
less than 10 ohms, less than 1000 ohms,

The symbol Aon the front panel of the instrument is an
international symbol meaning "REFER TO 02ERATING INSTRUCTIONS." Warnings and precautions to avoid personal
injury and instrument damage are listed throughout this
manual

SELECTED FUNCTION

30

DC VOLTS

OUT
OUT

COM

AC VOLTS

IN
OUT

3

DC CURRENT

AC CURRENT

RESISTANCE

1

OUT
OUT

r-I=1 OUT
IN

HEI OUT
IN

AUDIO

AOWRUDAD PRUTECTIN

INPUT JACKS

(PUSH -PUSH SWITCHES)

E IN
IN

°OA

1000VCC
750VAC
LCA)0,,TC

Vol

750VAC
(10CiV:3ICVAC for 15s)
2A FUSED
(250V max)

Om

n co

00

COM

2A FUSED
(250V max)

.t

3007 AC/DC

300V AC/DC

t5

CAUTION
Exceeding the maxis=
input overload limits
can damage the Mode]

"Push to release a depressed
Function Switch.

6100.

For more information Circle Number 150 on the Reader Service Card.

Weston's
Model 6100
"Roadrunner"
Beep, Beep, Beep
By Richard W. Lay

Pushbutton settings for function selection

As with all portable, battery operated
test gear, power consumption is one of
the primary considerations and, with this

less than 1 volt, and less than 2 volts.
The unit will provide the audible response providing the measurement is

in mind, Weston's new unit features a 1/2

lower than the selected range value.

inch, 31/2 digit liquid crystal readout

Weston says the response is 2,500 hertz
squarewave with a 2.5Hz beat signal.

which is capable of being used in all but

the darkest environments. The unit is
powered by one 9V transistor battery
with a battery life of up to 200 hours
under normal usage conditions if alkalines are used. (A battery eliminator is
available as an accessory).
Eight pushbutton switches control the

operation of the unit, two for mode
selection, i.e., AC, DC, ohms or audio
tone modes, and the other six determine

the various range settings. There are
three connectors to the unit, the corn,
mA, and the volts/ohms, audio jacks. In
the mA position the Roadrunner is limited to two amps maximum and it is rated
for 1,000VDC or 750AC. Protection for
the unit is a two amp, 250V fuse.
In all there are 29 various range settings available. It is ideally suited for its

role as a portable, general purpose
meter for either consumer or industrial
service work. It's size and ruggedness
make it compatible for either bench or
field work and one of the accessories is a
leather carrying case which is easily at-

tached to the user's belt for greater accessibility in the field.
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The LCD contains a LO BAT display

which is activated when the continuously monitored battery has about 10
per cent of its life remaining. Three back

panel screws are all that need be removed to gain access to the battery
compartment or to change the fuse.
Other accessories available with the
Roadrunner are a Light meter attachment, a VHF RF probe, an RF voltage
probe, a high voltage probe, and an AC
clamp on probe.

The basic unit itself retails for
$149.95. ETD

General Specifications
Display 3V2 digits .5 inch high
Polarity: Automatic
Read Rate: 2.5/Sec
Power: one 9V NEDA 1604
Weight: one pound

EXPAND YOUR SERVICING CAPABILITIES
WITH SAMS BOOKS.
Any qualified service technician can cash in on the booming home, business and industrial electronics markets. With

the right reference data and self -instructional books, you can quickly learn what it takes to service and adjust
videocassette recorders, medical electronic instruments, electronic test equipment, office equipment... even the
popular new personal computers. Howard W. Sams-the company that keeps you current on radio, television and
CB's-can bring you up-to-date in electronics.

PHOTOFACT°
NEW VCR SERIES

Learn videocassette recorder-

ing servicing and repair with
the new Photofact Specialized

Series, The same reliable
Photofact information you've
come to rely on for TV, Home
Radio, Auto Radio and CB is
now available for VCR's. Full
photo coverage for easy iden-

tification of all components

and wiring. CircuTrace°
testpoints and functions.
Standard notation schematics.

Parts lists showing exact re-

placement. All mechanical
and electrical adjustments. Ac-

tual oscilloscope waveform

grams, curves, tables and illustrations. 1344 pages. No. 21218.

96 pages. No. 21306. $4.95.

$30.00.

(3rd Edition)

1980 SEMICONDUCTOR

160 pages. No. 21074. $4.95.

ufacturers.

REFERENCE
MODERN DICTIONARY OF
ELECTRONICS (5th Edition)

Contains approximately
20,000 terms, including the

latest in the fields of com-

munications, reliability,
semiconductors, medical

electronics, microelectronics,
fiberoptics, and computers. Includes separate coverage of
schematic symbols, the International System of Units (metric) and a table of the Greek

Alphabet. 832 pages. No.

180,000 up-to-date listings.
1,120 pages. Covers bipolar
transistors, field effect transistors, diodes, rectifiers and
integrated circuits. U.S., Euro-

pean and Far Eastern type
numbers and manufacturers'

darson, Workman and Zenith
replacement parts. No. 21576.
$17.95.

Complex electronic repair
problems and government
regulations have combined to
frustrate service shop owners.
This book tackles the business
problems confronting the service shop owner and manager

and provides practical,
businesslike advice. 280
pages. No. 21602. $9.95.

SERVICING
ADVANCED COLOR TELEVISION SERVICING

304 pages. No. 21517. $14.95.
COLOR -TV SERVICING GUIDE

(3rd Edition)

REFERENCE DATA FOR RADIO

TV SERVICING GUIDE
ARRANGED BY TROUBLE
SYMPTOMS

on active -filter design, op-

toelectronics, and optical
communications ... plus, mi-

crominiature electronics,

GUIDE (2nd Edition)
96 pages. No. 21423. $4.95.

E
E

TAPE RECORDER SERVICING

GUIDE (2nd Edition)
112 pages. No. 21594. $5.50.
BASIC ELECTRICITY/
ELECTRONICS TROUBLESHOOTING COURSE

128 pages. No. 21590. $8.95.

E

SERVICING
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHS

224 pages. No. 21210. $12.95.

SERVICE SHOP MANAGEMENT
HANDBOOK

21314. $18.95.

A valuable guide for anyone
involved with radio and electronics. Includes information

RECORD CHANGER SERVICING

RCA, Sprague, Sylvania, Thor-

112 pages. No. 21437. $6.95.

ENGINEERS (6th Edition)

CB RADIO SERVICING GUIDE

REPLACEMENT GUIDE

Mallory, Motorola, Raytheon,

fact Manuals for these man-

SCANNER -MONITOR
SERVICING GUIDE

charts, nomographs, dia-

VCR -1 covers SONY VID-

PANASONIC-Contact Sams or
your Sams Photofact Distributor
for information on VCR Photo -

144 pages. No. 21178. $4.95.

waveguides and resonators,
modulation. Has hundreds of

photographs...and more.

RCA, ZENITH, JVC, MAGNAVOX,

MOBILE RADIO SERVICING
MADE EASY

reliability and life testing,

parts numbers cross-referenced to General Electric,

EOCASSETTE RECORDERS SL 7200 and SL -2700A. $16.95.

In

space communications, navigation aids, transistor circuits,

ORDER FORM
HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
4300 West 62nd Street, P.O. Box 7092

Indianapolis, IN 46206
(317) 298-5400
Indicate quantity in boxes above and complete ordering information below:
Sub Total

Add local sales tax where applicable
GRAND TOTAI

PAYMENT ENCLOSED

CHECK

Account No
Interbank No. (Master Charge only)
Minimum Credit Card Purchase $10

TRANSISTOR -TV SERVICING
MADE EASY

Address

160 pages. No. 20888. $7.50.

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

AD016

Name (print)
Signature

SOLID-STATE SERVICING

VISA

Exp. Date

126 pages. No. 20361. $5.50.

160 pages. No. 20776. $4.95.

MONEY ORDER

MASTER CHARGE

City

State

Zip

Prices subject to change without notice. All books
available from Sams Distributors and Bookstores. Offer
good in U.S. only. In Canada, contact Lenbrook Industries Ltd., Scarborough, M1H 1H5, Ontario, Canada.
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new

ble fused protection network, an Off/
Transit switch position, and offers 27

for a single cycle, or averaged over 10,
100, or 1000 cycles; the resultant reso-

ranges of ac/dc voltage, dc current, re-

lution is 100 nsec, 10 nsec, 1 nsec or 100

PRODUCTS

sistance dB and output voltage. The

psec, respectively. The minimum

taut -band meter movement is varistor
protected. The basic price is $103. Options include mirror scale, relay overload

measurable interval is 200 nanoseconds.
The frequency ratio mode displays the

protection, and a roll-top case. Accessories include probes for temperature,

number of cycles appearing at the "A"

low power ohms and high voltage.

the "B" Input. This information is dis-

Input during 1, 10, 100 or 1000 cycles at
played as a ratio of cycles of A per cycle

Multi -Mode Universal
Counter -Timer
Circle No. 132 on Reader Inquiry Card

Continental Specialities Corporation

has announced a new Universal
Counter -Timer, Model 5001, with an in-

troductory

Anti -Slip Material
Circle No. 130 on Reader Inquiry Card

A reportedly very useful aid when work-

of B, with respective resolutions of 1,
0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 cycle -per -cycle.

The unit counter (or event counter)
displays the total number of rising edges
appearing at the "A" Input, incrementing
continually until manually reset.

Both "A" and "B" Inputs feature

1

suggested price of
The 5001 is versatile time

MegOhm 20 pF input impedance, 25 mV

$360.00.
and frequency measuring instrument. It

RMS sensitivity, and BNC connectors.
Each has a 3 -position attenuator (x1,

performs five functions: frequency

x10 and x100), a positive, negative -going

counting, period and multiple -period averaging, time interval and multiple time
interval averaging, frequency ratio and
unit counting.
As a frequency counter, the 5001 UCT

slope selector and a ± Volt DC Offset
control. Maximum frequency at the "A"
Input is specified as 10MHz; the "B"

provides a selection of four gate times

ing on small components or devices
which tend to move around under the
pressure of test prods, etc., is "Stop

Input as 2MHz.

Test Lead Package
Circle No. 133 on Reader Inquiry Card

Herman H. Smith, Inc. is now producing
a universal modular "Safety Test Lead"
package. The 9300 Series has an insulation piercing tip with a threaded base to

Slip" by Spirig, a high friction elastomer

available in flexible mats. Available in
one or two mm thickness and in blue,

green, red and yellow colors its ex-

accept a screw -on alligator clip; the

tremely high coefficient of friction allows

9700 Series has a 3/8 inch nose to accept

it to act like a third hand. Stop Slip reportedly does not loose effectiveness
with age or cleaning.

any of several input adapters. The test
leads are rated at 1000v.

-0.01, 0.1, 1.0 and 10 seconds-and

Volt-Ohm-Milliameter
Circle No. 131 on Reader Inquiry Card

an eight -digit display for a selectable resolution of 100 Hz, 10 Hz, 1 Hz or 0.1 Hz,
respectively. In each range, the decimal

Sweep/FunctionGenerator
Circle No. 134 on Reader Inquiry Card

point is automatically positioned for a
direct readout in kiloHertz units.The
selected edge of the UCT's "A" input is
counted during the gate time, providing

accurate, non -redundant frequency
measurement of digital pulses. Maximum input frequency is 10 MHz.
In the period measurement mode, the
5001 measures the time between successive selected edges at the "A" input.
This measurement is taken over a range
of 1, 10, 100, or 1000 cycles, and the

average period -per -cycle within the
sample is displayed. This results in a

Simpson Electric Company has recently
introduced the latest in its ubiquitous
260 series of multimeters. The 260`.1
Series 7 features new safety engineered
panel connnectors and test leads, a dou40 / ETID - May 1980

The Model 501 Function Generator by
Exact Electronics is a sine, square and

triangle wave generator with variable

resolution of 100 nsec, 10 nsec, 1 nsec,

symmetry, dc offset, internal ramp, gate

or 100 psec, respectively, in the four

and trigger, and start/stop frequency

ranges. Maximum input frequency is 5

controls. It has a 30v p -p maximum out-

MHz.

put with 60dB of attenuation in 10dB

Time interval measurements are
taken between the selected edge of the

steps plus 20dB of variable attenuation.
It also offers external VCF input, main

signal at the "A" Input and the next

generator sync output and ramp

selected edge occuring at the "B" Input.
This reading may be displayed directly

generator sync output. The price is
$595.

aluminum valence, self -closing draw bolts, and a padded steel core handle.
The silver colored polyethylene repor-

Satellite Antenna
Circle No. 135 on Reader Inquiry Card

A new eleven foot diameter parabolic

tedly can't chip or fade and will not show
scrapes and bumps.

antenna for satellite TV reception is now

available from Antenna Development
and Manufacturing, Inc. Also available
are a polar mount and a rotable feed.
The basic dish cost is $2100. The polar
mount is $490 and the rotable feed is
$175. Equipment is shipped knocked
down and is reportedly easily assembled.

signed to protect audio power amplifiers

against overload while discriminating

between overloads and legitimate
power peaks. Breakers are available in
current ratings of from 2.5 to 15 amps, as

single or dual pole units and with
medium or long delay.

Locking Long -Nose Pliers
Circle No. 138 on Reader Inquiry Card

Tool Kit
Circle No. 137 on Reader Inquiry Card

A new tool case of molded polyethylene

Techni-Tool. Dynasty Tool Kit No. 9600

duced Model 6LN, a 6-1/4 inch long
Vise -Grip '," with long thin jaws and a

includes two removable pallets containing 120 tools in a reinforced case
with full length piano hinge, anodized

wire cutter. With a standard Vise -Grip
warranty it reportedly costs the same as
standard long -nose pliers. ETD

has recently been introduced by

Audio Circuit Breakers
Circle No. 136 on Reader Inquiry Card

AIRPAX has recently introduced a
series of magnetic circuit breakers de -

Now you can buy a locking long -nose.
Petersen Manufacturing has just intro-

2 YEAR
LEADER OSCILLOSCOPES WARRANTY

Instruments Corp.

Model LBO -515

Model LBO -508

+111oximemminimit

25 MHz,
20 MHz, TRIGGERED
Single trace; automatic trigger for
highly stable, bright display.
17.5nSec rise time. 10mV/cm to
20V/cm Vertical Sensitivity; 11

20 MHz, DUAL TRACE
Add, subtract modes on CH -1 &
CH -2 facilitate easy checkout for
simultaneous pulses, signal levels.
distortion & noise cancelling.

Model LBO -520

-ionssmommam.6._

DELAYED SWEEP, DUAL TRACE

Built in variable delay circuitry 1µSec to 5 Sec 5mV/Div. Vertical
Sensitivity.

30 MHz,
FIXED DELAY, DUAL TRACE
Dual trace, 30 MHz bandwidth.
5mV/cm Vertical Sensitivity.

steps.

COLOR BAR GENERATORS, BRIDGES, TESTERS.
Completely Portable, Battery
Operated TV Color Analyzer

NTSC Color Bar
Pattern Generator

Transistorized LCR Bridge
Model
LCR-

740

The Automatic
Transistor
Checker
Model
LTC -906
Automal.11y checks

laF IF comp.,. vdeo outputs

transistors. 991, Modes
or out ol circur
900Onaad.
Automahcany
es Germanium a ]hewn
PutomattCally Oentdes elements
Putomaltcally lefts broad range of parameters

Model

0-100, variable color burst lot easy Moms LcG.
18 convergence patterns - 10 bar ea.. 3 bar 397
5.

.t0

gated and rainbow patterns

3. pallerns. 'crosshatch patterns

Model LCG- 396
',MC color ./s
and tvmmertce

Better checking and achusting of purity And wnde Mlance
red. blue green whits rashers
Dols and Rn0le crossbars for convergence easier and all
other alignmen1 requirements

7811 Vides II .111..1 and RF output

TV and

VTR equipmen1

Cecil .cops trigger oulouta

Loss Factor Seals (811

Bed. Operated 0 standard -C. Celle. L51./ each.

Before you buy,

check our prices...
Call TOLL FREE

.Ise phase locket to color sub -carnet

Equaliy
Adiustable a...control permits progressive or
interlaced scanning to ...le flicker

:17/7V.VPIr rzzT

Re... vanabie

gray .ale

Prov.slull.heldor IOW in./lion. plus onion coned 01

'"

Hari, accurate 301,1 readout
easures IncluclanCe IL/ Capacdance(Cl and
wilMn 0 Stt accuracy

Res./a/once

3 vertical lines and 3 honyonlal Mee Ore

(800) 645-9518
In

NV

Operates On 19V battery or tnrCo9e

overrange

AC adapter

simple. program onion, switches
LED display plus audible lone mchcales deleclive
or good performance
A bsolute meter readoutop kite. eve .10 Leakage current

Totally portable. ballery Opera. -31, gallery

RADIO SUPPLY CO

FORDHAM
YOUR ONE STOP DISCOUNT CENTER

INC

855 Conklin St.
Farmingdale, N.Y.11735

Master Charge, Bank Americard, Visa, C.O.D.'s accepted.

CODs, shipping and
insurance extra
N.Y. State residents add
appropriate sales tax

State cell 15161 752-0050
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DEALER'S

SHOWCASE

power. Frequency response is rated at
55-20,000 Hz.
The Omni -Sound includes a "multiuse" mounting bracket for positioning

the speaker in virtually any direction.
This mini speaker is intended for use in
autos, vans, trucks, campers, and boats,

as well as in homes, apartments and
condominiums, or A -V and P A installations where a small music speaker sys-

tem is desirable. It's also useful as a
second speaker pair.
The speaker is housed in a black die

cast aluminum cabinet and features
convenient pushbutton terminals for
quick and easy connection.
Suggested retail price of the Omni Sound Speaker is $99.95 per pair.

tion (record, playback, stop, etc.) is also

possible with the changer installed on
the recorder. This auto changer is stated

to provide earlier Betatax owners with

Closed Circuit TV System

the opportunity to upgrade their systems

to match the longer recording times

Omni -Sound Speaker

Circle No. 141 on Reader Inquiry Card

Circle No. 140 on Reader Inquiry Card

A new series of CCTV equipment and
accessories has recently been introduced by Columbia Video Systems.
These all American made units are for
general security monitoring and surveillance for schools, industry, home,

available for a suggested retail price of

and any business operation. The

$125.

The Omni -Sound Home and Auto Mini
Speaker System from Audiotex division
of GC Electronics is compact in design
(just 7-1/2 inches high), but is rated at 25
watts rms, with a 2 inch diameter, wide dispersion tweeter,and 4 inch woofer. A
high -temperature voice coil in the tweeter and woofer dissipates heat, allowing

the drivers to handle high levels of

OPTIMA VALUE SALE
TO ORDER CALL COLLECT (212) 439-7434
ALL ICC & RAYTHEON TUBES IN STOCK 85% OFF LIST

0 100 6G H8 /$79.00
C 5-6CL3/55.21
L15-6CH3 $4.43
G. E., SYLVANIA, ZENITH 75% Off LIST NEW -BOXED

5 for $ 9.63 0 6H V5 5 for $21.25
5 for $17.88 0 6JE6 5 for $20.06
6CJ3 5 for S 9.00 0 6LB6 6 for $19.31
0 6FQ7 5 for $ 7.25 CI 6LF6
5 for $19.91
0 6G F7 5 for $12.75 0 17JZ8 5 for $10.25
0 60H8 5 for $ 7.56 0 38HE7 5 for $17.63
All Tubes Not Advertised, Write In at 75% off
3A3
0 6B K 4

necessary. Basic system consists of
CTC-3000 camera, wall mount, lens,
16mm @ F1.9, MV -10A high performance 10" monitor, and 50' coax cable

with connectors. Dealer net price,
$489.00. Same system but with 2 way

intercom for total audio-visual communication is $549.00 net.

Models SL -5400 and SL -5600 will re-

portedly be introduced by the end of
1980. The Sony Videocassette Auto
Changer Model AG -200 is currently

Power Factor Corrector
Circle No. 143 on Reader Inquiry Card

Electronic Relays Inc. has introduced a
power factor controller, which is stated
to cut power consumption of induction

motors by from 10 to 60%. Built for
motors of 1/2 horsepower or less it is re-

portedly effective on washers, refrigerators, furnaces, fans, power tools,
etc. The unit senses the power required

and automatically corrects the power
factor. The cost is under $30.

TRANSISTORS

Minimum 10 of a Number
TA7204P ea. .89
3 Year Guarantee
0 TA7205P ea. .89 0 2SC1172B ea. $1.95

2SC1308K ea. $1.95

Rep. ECG

0 2SC1358A ea. $1.95
ea. 5 .49
ea. $ .49

0 731 (221-45)
0 712 (221-48)

P.A. Amplifier Line

ZENITH & RCA MODULES

0150-190
0132581

changer designed for Sony Betamax

VICOM 100 system can be expanded to
add as many cameras and monitors as

list. Sleeves Only. Singles 72% off list.

0 9-92
0 9-103-04
0 9.121-01
0 9-147

being offered with the newer models. A

S 5.95 0 1 36691
$ 5.95 0 1 38 6 97

$ 7.96 0 1 3 95 4 6

$ 8.95 0 139685
$12.95 0 1 411 5 4

S 6.20 0 145260

511.76
$14.40
$18.92

A new line of all -solid-state public address amplifiers is being manufactured

5 6.48

$22.40
516.36
$20.32

133455
5 6.20 0 1 45262
0 133563
$ 6.00 0 Rep.ECG500A 59.95
O DIAMOND NEEDLES, Min. 10
ea. $ .79
0 ZENITH 142 166,8
0 ZENITH 142 167
0 PANASONIC EPS 25 ( EPC42)
GENERAL

2./2 Amp 1000 PIV........100 for $6.00

O CB Lighting Arrester, min. 100
. ea $ .49
0 Y88 Yokes
ea
O DY99AC Color Yoke
$3.95
0 Y107 Yoke
$3.95
0 G.E. Color 76X10
0 76X11 $3.95
0 Blue Lateral Magnet
$ .89
Quantity Prices Available.
Letters of credit and all checks placed on deposit
with Manufacturers Hanover Trust Bank, N.Y.C.
VISA /Bank Amerlcard & Master Charge accepted.
Min. order $75 FOB Brooklyn, N.Y. Catalogue
$3, refundable upon order.
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
.

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS
Box 372 Ryder Street Station
Brooklyn, New York 11234
Phone (212) 439-7434
Circle No. 117 on Reader Inquiry Card
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Circle No. 144 on Reader Inquiry Card

by Newcomb Audio Products Co.

Videocassette Auto Changer
Circle No. 142 on Reader Inquiry Card

Sony Consumer Products Company in-

troduced an automatic videocassette
tape changer that permits continuous
recording and playback of up to three
cassettes on Sony Betamax Models
LV-1901/D,SL-7200/A,SL-8200 and
SL -8600. The Sony Videocassette Auto
Changer Model AG -200, is an easily in-

stalled accessory which offers a maximum recording capacity of 4.5 hours
(Beta -I Mode) or 9 hours (Beta -II Mode)
using three L-750 tapes. Manual opera-

Bearing the "Pathfinder" brand name,
the equipment is designed to meet the
requirements of commercial sound installers. There are six models in the line
ranging in power from 25 to 100 watts.
One of the two 100 -watt booster amplifiers is especially suited to telephone line

use. Most of the p.a. amplifiers have
such features as mike -precedence
music muting, a separate and indepen-

dent response control for each mike
channel, bridging jacks for joining two
amplifiers together to sum the inputs and
outputs so that all inputs feed both outputs with an independent master control

An Extraordinary Offer to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
invites you to take

99

this 1,442 -page
Computer Library

for only
You

Programs fat efefftflMg tram
games to tr!agibaelt from crepe

Get ALL

FIVE Of These
Huge Books
For Only
$1.99

,

Only $1.99 for

errr

ALL FIVE!

Regular List
Price $60.75

THE COMPLETE
MICROCOMPUTER
HANDBOOK..
-hew fl,f1

Top -Quality

to bectommmuters
SYSeteTEMSode
rompt

,t,rate how to use them, h

Hardbinding

how to troubleshoot ant)!

nn nniftlIt apptiC8ton

Contains the

Microprocessor Cookbook

very latest
info on
computers!

A chip -by -chip comparison of the most popular modern
microprocessors-including programming, architecture, addressing, instruction sets, and applications! You get complete
data on what makes up the structure of a microprocessor chip

and a microcomputer, how to give instructions, the overall
organization of a computer system, and more. Then you get a
chip -by -chip profile of modern microprocessors-with thorough

Over 600

illustrations

discussions of applications, architecture, functions, etc. Included are the Intel 8080, Motorola 6800, Fairchild's F8 family,
Zilog Z80, TI's TMS 9900, National Semi SC/MP, Intel's 8021,
and many more. 266 pps., 124 illus. List $9.95

The BASIC Cookbook

Let us send you this 5 -volume, 1,442 page

A complete dictionary of all BASIC statements, commands, and

functions-with programming examples and flowcharts.
Thoroughly defines the BASIC vocabulary in alphabetical order,

illustrates the definitions with sample programs, and further
plus
clarifies the programs with matching flowcharts
.

.

.

explaining BASIC system commands. You'll learn how to profes-

sionally manipulate and use each BASIC term in a workqble
program. Also defines programming terms that apply to APL,
ALGOL, COBOL, FORTRAN, RPG, Pll, etc. 140 pps., 49 illus. List
$7.95

51 Practical Programs & Games in BASIC
57 of the hardest working, most enjoyable BASIC programs
everything from space war games to
you've ever seen
blackjack, from craps to I Ching, from arithmetic progression to
.

.

Contains over
500,000 words

.

statistical permutations to one -arm bandits! It's an easy -to -use

manual that gives you 57 different simplified BASIC programs ... all ready to run! You can program your minibrain for
all kinds of fun and games, or for solving many different types of
problems. 210 pps., 64 illus. List $10.95

Complete Microcomputer Systems Hdbook.
A complete guide to microcomputers-how they operate, how to
use them, how to program them, and how to troubleshoot, test,
and repair them ... plus the very latest on modern applications
like magnetic bubble memories, computers in networks, compu-

ter decision making, simulation and forecasting, teaching
machines to learn, robot control, speech synthesizers, digital
music, mobile computers, etc. There's extensive coverage of
computer problems and how to diagnose and repair them, plus
lots of hard debugging data. You'll learn how to find and fix all
types of mechanical and electronic troubles-plus how to use
test signals and closed loop signals, how to replace chips, how to

align disc drives, etc. 322 pps., 147 illus. List $15.95

The Giant Handbook of Computer Projects
This MAMMOTH 504 -page step-by-step guide to building modern

computers and accessories-CPUs, memories, I/O hardware,
etc.-is a HUGE collection of ready -to -use construction info. It's

a builder's dream, with projects, complete schematics, parts
lists, and step-by-step construction instructions that let you
build your own systems. Also contains a thorough discussion of
microprocessors, with comparisons of several units, including
the Kim -1, the Z-80, and the 8080, etc.... plus data on memory
boards, RAM checkout, PROM programmers, memory chips, inex-

pensive input/output devices, paper tape systems, interfacing
with clock chips, and more. 504 pps., 217 illus. List $15.95

Computer Library as part of an unusual offer
of a Trial Membership in Electronics Book Club.

1,442 data -

packed pages

Here are quality hardbound volumes, each
especially designed to help you increase your
know-how, earning power, and enjoyment of elec-

the coming 12 months. You would probably buy at

tronics and computers. Whatever your interest
in electronics/computers, you'll find Electronics
Book Club offers practical, quality books that you
can put to immediate use and benefit.
This extraordinary offer is intended to prove
to you, through your own experience, that these
very real advantages can be yours . . that it is
possible to keep up with the literature published
in your areas of interest, and to save substantially
while so doing. As part of your Trial Membership,
you need purchase as few as four books during

least this many anyway, without the substantial
savings offered through Club Membership.
To start your Membership on these attractive terms, simply fill out and mail the coupon today. You will receive the 5 -volume Computer
Library for 10 -day inspection. YOU NEED SEND

NO MONEY. If you're not delighted, return the
books within 10 days and your Trial Membership
will be cancelled without cost or obligation.

.

Facts About Club Membership
the 5 introductory books carry a publisher's retail price of
$60.75. They are yours for only $1.99 for all 5 (plus postage/
handling) with your Trial Membership.
You will receive the Club News, describing the current Selection, Alternates. and other books. every 4 weeks (13 a year)
If you want the Selection, do nothing, it will be sent to you
automatically. If you do not wish to receive the Selection, or it you
want to order one of the many Alternates offered. you simply give

instructions on the reply form (and in the envelope) provided.
and return it to us by the date specified. This date allows you at
least 10 days in which to return the form. If. because of late mail
delivery. you do not have 10 days to make a decision and so
receive an unwanted Selection. you may return it at Club ex-

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB. Blue Ridge Summit, Pa 17214

Ell SP II

MIM IIMI EN

ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB
I Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214
I Please open my Trial Membership in ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB and se nd my 5 -volume

Computer Library, invoicing me for only $1.99
plus shipping. If not delighted, I may return the

books within 10 days and owe nothing, and
I have my Trial Membership cancelled. I agree
to purchase at least four additonal books during' the next 12 months after which may
cancel my membership at any time.
I

pense

To complete your Trial Membership. you need buy only four
additional monthly Selections or Alternates during the next 12
months. You may cancel your Membership any time after you
purchase these four books

Name

Phone

All books-including the Introductory Offer-are fully returnable after 10 days if you're not completely satisfied

All books are offered at low Member prices. plus a small

IAddress

postage and handling charge
Continuing Bonus: If you continue after this Trial Membership.
you will earn a Dividend Certificate for every book you purchase.
Three Certificates.plus payment of the nominal sum of $1.99 will
entitle you to a valuable Book Dividend of your choice which you
may choose from a hst provided Members

City

Zip
State
le (Valid for new Members only. Foreign and Canada add 15'1.1 T-580

Circle No. 109 on Reader Inquiry Card
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2-69 plus FM and is recommended for
city and suburban locations. The pack-

Low Distortion
Signal Sources

age includes antenna, wire, VHF UHF -FM band separator and two plant
hanger hooks and can be installed with a

small screwdriver. Suggested retail is
$44.75.

forHigh Quality
Receiver Testing

Auto -Stereo Speakers
Circle No. 146 on Reader Inquiry Card

for each output. On most, a circuit

Electronic Industries, Inc., has an-

break-in feature is provided for connec-

nounced its new domestically produced
Model 94Z auto sound speaker system.
This new model boasts a power rating of
125 watts RMS each and reportedly has

tion of external frequency control
equipment or a reverb unit. In most of the

it

..........

Versatility and
performance when
signal purity counts.
RE101 RF GENERATOR
A compact, high performance source
of clean RF signals, CW or modulated, AM, FM or FM Stereo.

Carrier Frequencies FM 86
-130 MHz, AM 150 kHz - 30 MHz plus

10.7 MHz I.F., Digitally displayed.

Low Distortion <0.05% FM,

Pathfinder p.a. amplifiers, inputs give a
choice of low or high impedance mikes
without the need of transformers. How-

ever, there are special sockets for
plug-in transformers for each mike
where balanced line low impedance is
necessary. There's an output -to- tape
jack and an output -to -booster jack unaffected by the p.a. amplifier's volume
control. There are wall mountings for all

models as well as conventional rack
mountings. A stacking module permits
ventilation and deflects heat when a pair
of amplifiers is used for stereo, or interconnected, or when a booster amp is
added to a p.a. amp. The Pathfinder line
includes two column loudspeakers and
a four -speed phono top. All units are
U.L. approved.

<0.3% AM, Int. or Ext. Modulation.

Low Leakage Sensitivity measu rements to <0.5 p, V.

Built-in Sweep with marker.
L -R Separation 60 dB can be

a frequency response of 25 Hz to beyond 40kHz. This speaker is stated to

Mini Indoor Antenna
Circle No. 145 on Reader Inquiry Card

represent the first 6 x 9 3 -way configuration capable of handling the power
produced by today's more sophisticated
amplifiers. Some of the features found in
this new speaker are: reflective radiator
array, 40 oz magnet, piezo electric midrange and acoustic lens tweeter, bi-amp
or conventional hook up capability and a
10 year warranty.

maintained.

Phone Tap Detector

SM G40 STEREO GENERATOR
A flexible, time multiplexed modulator, and high purity audio signal

Circle No. 147 on Reader Inquiry Card

Phone -Guard, a device which indicates
that someone is listening to your phone

source.

Composite Signals L & R, L =

conversation, has been developed by

R L = - R, L, R, plus variable Pilot,

Cose Technology Corporation. Un-

Pre -emphasis and SCA.

screw the mouthpiece of your telephone
and replace it with Phone -Guard. If you
phone is taped or an evesdropper is lis-

L -R Separation exceeds 65 dB.

II Signal Sources 5 internal frequencies or external A.F. source.

tening on another extension, Phone Guard will, according to the manufacturer, indicate an open line. The retail

Low Distortion <0.03%

Composite Output 0-5 V at

100% composite level.

Two outstanding generators with
exceptionally clean AM, FM AND
FM Stereo signals for design or
test activities in production, Q -C
and service.
Contact us for details or a demonstration.

re
Radiometer Electronics U.S.,Inc.
811 Sharon Drive, Cleveland, Ohio 44145
Telephone (216) 871-7617
Circle No. 118 on Reader Inquiry Card
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price is $49.95.

Winegard Company has introduced a
new mini -sized VHF -UHF -FM antenna
designed to replace and outperform "tv
rabbit ears" in apartments and homes
where an outdoor antenna is not feasi-

Vehicle Alarm
Circle No. 148 on Reader Inquiry Card

Page Alert Systems has introduced its
new Theft Alert 500A. A small transmitter installed in the vehicle and transmit-

ble. The AT -5001 mounts overhead on a

ting via the existing auto antenna alerts a

gold color floor -to -ceiling pole which
adjusts from 7 feet 6 inches to 8 feet 3
inches. It receives television channels

pocket pager which "beeps" a warning
of vehicle tampering. The system range
is reportedly over one mile depending

from its load before replacing the fuse.
This will protect the computer while you
troubleshoot the power supply. If the
supply must see a load in order to work,
then use a high power resistor. I use
three 1 -ohm, 100 watt resistors in
parallel for this purpose. It will draw 15
amperes (i.e. 5 V/0.33 ohms) from the
supply, and the 100 -watt size will
dissipate the power. Even much higher
rated supplies will usually operate
upon terrain, etc. The retail price is about

properly at a load current of 15 amperes.

$100. A higher power Page Alert 4000

reportedly has a range of over eight
miles.

AUDIO EQUIPMENT
continued from page 33

cost by nearly ten to one. Very
adequate service upon compacts and
mid-fi equipment could probably be
done with the Sencor SG -165 ($795)
or a few separate instruments totaling
no more than $1000 in cost.
Authorized warranty work for most of
the audiophile brands could require
equipment costing up to five or six
times this much (in both instances
excluding such usual instruments as
DMM's, scopes, etc.

MICROPROCESSORS

continued from page 37

commonly used to denote a
mathematical variable.
When the answer to a problem has
more digits (numbers) in it than the
computer can print out, the answer if
given in "scientific notation" (powers of
ten). Thus 180 micromicrofarads, which
is 0.000,000,000,180 in decimal
notation would become 18 x 10-11 in
scientific notation...but we just said that
the computer does not use the x for
multiplication, so instead, the print out
would read 18E-11 which is read as
"eighteen times ten to the eleventh
power." (The E indicates we are dealing
with an exponent of ten.)
It should be apparent by now that

using BASIC does not require
knowledge of the different MPUs
instruction sets. It does require a
knowledge of the rules for using BASIC,
which do not change. (It is true that
there are some variants, other types of
BASIC, but they bear other names. If
you are using plain old BASIC, you have
programming by the tail, if the MPU you

are working with has a BASIC
interpreter.) Programming with BASIC is
almost as simple as using one of the
advanced pocket calculators, except
that instead of pushing certain buttons
with labels on them, in accordance with
instructions, we typed the labels in
accordance with instructions...but we
have more combinations in BASIC, and
more flexibility in their use.

Summary
In this article we looked at the essential
steps in programming, including
flowcharting. Addressing modes,
instruction sets, and their application in
programming was covered. Hand
assembling, and the use of an
assembler was discussed. Some of the
different operations were defined. The
advantages of using BASIC were
demonstrated, and BASIC itself was
explained, and compared with machine
code and assembly language. ETD

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

continued from page 28

ET/D's new

and all that TTL logic would simply
evaporate... vaporized in a silicon cloud!
The solution is to supply an overvoltage
protector... or SCR Crowbar as it is
sometimes called. In my power supply of

Fig. 7 the OVP was in the form of a
Lambda Electronics module, an
L35 -0V5. This device will carry 35
amperes and is designed to protect +5
volt supplies (other models are
available). The typical circuit, however,

Modern Serviceshop Management Manual
Just what you need to keep your business running smoothly and profitably!

Filled with ideas and advice on situations faced in owning
your own serviceshop, this manual is perfect in helping you
cope with your day-to-day business problems.
CATEGORIES INCLUDED ARE:
Business Management

Chapters on basic accounting procedures, ratio analysis. planning for

profit

in the business environment and current asset management.
Service of Electronics Equipment

is made from discrete components, as in
Fig. 13. Diode D2 is a high current SCR,

Chapters on troubleshooting transistorized circuits, modern test equipment,

and is connected across the power
supply output; i.e. it is between +5 volts
and ground. The gate is controlled by
Zener diode D1. If the voltage on the
output line exceeds +5.6 volts, then the

Chapters on whether to expand your business contract service, business opportunities in medical electronics and service business opportunities in small
industrial settings.

Zener breaks over, and turns on the gate

of the SCR. This, in turn, causes the
SCR to conduct a high current, blowing

digital electronics, industrial control systems, and modern serviceshop layout.
New Business Horizons

copy(ies) of
Please send me
ETID's MODERN SERVICESHOP
MANAGEMENT MANUAL at $12.95 per copy.
(Please add $1.50 per order to cover postage
and handling. On multiple copy orders add
25(c for each additional copy.)

the fuse. In some circuits the fuse is prior
to the regulator, or they depend upon the

Company Name

primary transformer fuse. In still other

Street Address

ETID MagazinelBook Dept.
1 East First St.
Duluth, MN 55802
5

Name

(we ship by United Parcel Service which does not deliver to P.O.Boxes)

cases, the SCR merely absorbs the total

current of the supply until help comes.
Whenever the fuse is found to be
blown, special troubleshooting is in
order. Remember the old adage: "A fuse
doesn't cause trouble, it indicates
trouble." Disconnect the power supply

MAIL TO:

Zip

City

Publication Date: Now available! Orders will be fulfilled within 60
days of the date of order.
ORDER ETID's MODERN SERVICESHOP MANAGEMENT MANUAL TODAY!
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ANALOG MM SWAP DIGITAL MM Send me

CLASSIFIED
RATES: 50 cents per word (minimum charge, $15).

Bold face word or words in all capital letters
charged at 65 cents per word. Boxed or display ads

your old, beat up, used Analog Multimeter
and a check for $180.00 and I will send you a
new 31/2 Digital DMM 3020 Digital Multimeter

the same day. Kontron Electronic, Inc., 700
So. Claremont St., San Mateo CA 94402,
Jack Frye, (415) 348-7291
11/80

charged at $60 per column inch (one inch mini

SATELITE TV

camera-ready art is provided by agency. For ads
using blind box number, add $5 to total cost of ad.
Send ad copy with payment to Dawn Anderson,

BOX NUMBER REPLIES: Mail box number replies
to: ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, Classified Ad Department, One East First Street, Duluth,
MN 55802. Please include box number in address.

FOR THE HOME
Our receiver lets you get over 75
channels of television directly from
the satellites! HBO, Showtime, super
stations, sports and movies from
around the world. Works Anywhere FCC licensing no longer required.

3 WAYS TO GO

Buy complete - our 24 -channel

FOR SALE

tunable receiver. LNA and feed,only
$1,600.

TV analyzer, Sencore VA 48; CB analyzer,

Sencore CB42; Hickok 388 CB tester; 5"
triggered scope; total cost new $2800. all for

$1964. 5304 W. 144th St., Lawndale, CA
90260 (213) 679-5900.

5/80

Assemble - our

kit, all parts included, 2 -day project.

Construct - from our new step-bystep plans - SAVE!

Complete details covered in our Home
Earth Station manual. Send $7.95 today
(refundable against any purchase), or call
our 24 -hr. C.O.D. Hotline: (305) 869.4283.

PICTURE TUBE MACHINE

SPACECOAST RESEARCH

We buy and sell NEW AND USED CRT rebuilding machinery. COMPLETE TRAINING.
Buy with CONFIDENCE from the ORIGINAL

P. D. Box 442, Dept. 1, Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

MFGR. For complete details, send name, address and zip code to:

ELECTRONIC BARGAINS, CLOSEOUTS,
SURPLUS! Parts, equipment, stereo, industrial, educational. Amazing values! Fascinat
ing items unavailable in stores or catalogs
anywhere. Unusual FREE catalog. ETCO013, box 762, Plattsburgh, NY 12901.
TF

LAKESIDE INDUSTRIES
4069-71 N. Elstone Ave , Chicago, IL 60618
Phone 312-583-6565

CREASE YOUR INCOME THOUSANDS OF
DOLLARS YEARLY," "RENT -LEASE -SELL

TV'S WITH A GUARANTEED SYSTEM,"
SEND STAMP FOR FREE DETAILS, BASIC
PLAN, DELUXE VERSION $25.00, MASTER

PLAN $40.00...PERRY'S RENTAL SYSTEM, 133 BRENDA STREET, MILTON,
FLORIDA 32570 904-994-8251

mum). Agency commissions will be given only when

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, 1 East First
Street, Duluth, MN 55802.

TV TECHNICIAN AND DEALERS, "IN-

WHO'S FIRST? Make tests, contests, quiz
bowls sparkle. Tell who pushes button first

two -wire circuit. No relays, ICs, PCs or special parts. Build public relations loan rental,
sales, to teachers, ministers, coaches, club
leaders, party givers, sales motivators, etc.

Illustrated plans $5.00 postpaid. Wayne
Lemons Elec. Servicing, Route 2, Box 325,
Buffalo, MO 65622.
6/80

CB Modification Manual The Bootleggers
Bible Now with 77 different PLL chips explained $12.95, CB Radio Repair Manual
$10.95, 20, 60, 140, and 300 watt Linear
Amplifier Plans all for $8.00. A.P. Systems,
Dept. ETD, Box 488, Milford, PA 18337.
MC/VISA. 717/686/5900.

1

2

3

6

Build your own speaker system. Write for free
catalogue. MCGEE RADIO, 1901 McGee St.,
Kansas City, MO 64108.

12

issue (Copy must be in by 1st of month preceding)

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER. WE'LL BILL RATED FIRMS
NAME

COMPANY

STREET

CITY

STATE

ZIP

MAIL AD COPY TO: DAWN ANDERSON, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER, 1 EAST FIRST
STREET, DULUTH, MN. 55802.

I

RATES: 50 cents per word (minimum charge, $15). Bold face words or words in all capital letters charged at
65 cents per word. Boxed or display ads charged at $60 per column inch (one inch minimum). For ads using
blind box number, add $5 to total cost of ad.
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TF

LEARN DIGITAL ELECTRONICS & COMPUTER PROGRAMMING THE EASY WAY
using video tapes or audio cassettes with
summary sheets included. Available from
International Video Technology, P. 0. Box
7172, Shreveport, Louisiana 71107.
5/80

...write here.
1. Number of insertions: (circle)
Start with (month)
3. Amount enclosed: $

...

any number buttons. Ingenious, low-cost,

send a message...

2.

TF

TUNER SUBBER-DEALERS ONLY for VHF

W/AGC control, pilot light, knobs, battery
clips, sold less cabinet and less batteries
(takes 2 9 -volt batteries). Price is $12.95

Picture Tube Rebuilding Equipment. Produce
48 Quality Color, B/W Tubes Per Week. Sell

each. David Sims Enterprises, Inc., 665 Jer-

To Distributors, TV Shops And Retail. Everything Needed For A Profitable Business.
$7500.00. John Culver, 30E Dory Drive,

richo Turnpike, Huntington Station, NY

Mystic Islands, N.J. 08087.

11746. 516-549-3925, 800-645-5030.

6/80

6/80

ELECTRONIC REPAIR SERVICE

REPLACEMENT COLOR YOKES -DEALERS ONLY. Zenith 95-2501-2532-2638-

2667-S89633 etc. $19.95. Magnavox
361380-1 $21.95 etc. Sylvania, G.E. etc.
$17.95 to $22.95. Request for price list on
your letterhead. David Sims Enterprises, Inc.,

665 Jerricho Turnpike, Huntington Station,
N.Y. 11746. 516-549-3925 800-645-5030

Closed Business-Sencore VA -48 TV
analyzer, CR-31A CRT Tester, CB -42 CB

Let us be your complete electronic repair specialist.
We will repair your tape recorders receivers and

telephone answering machines for $20.00 plus
parts. Free estimates. Warranty station for
many companies also. 412-561-6114

The Original FCC Tests Answers exam manual
that prepares yo at home for FCC Fnst and
Second class Radiotelephone licenses. Newly
revised multiple choice exams cover all areas

o5yf SS

ALARM systems! Burglar, fire, car. Finest
equipment! Save! Catalog, decal: 500, refundable! AAS, 186F Oxmoor Road, Bir6/80

Study Ability Test " Proven'xa 59 95 postpaid
Moneyhack Guarantee

COITMUMD PIKODUCTICOS
Radio

Division

111

1.

northern Colorado.

Owner moving. Must sell. $7,400. -Atoll Television, 6425 Irving Park, Chicago, IL 60634.
5/80
Ph 312-545-6667.
Miami, Fla., Drive-in TV -Auto radio business.

20 years same location. Service gross

TV AND RADIO TUBES 49¢ EA!! Send for

$70,000. Lots of business. Partnership considered. $20,000 total. Contact D. Green-

free color parts catalog. Your order free if not

wood, 7451 S.W. 8th St., Miami, Fla. Tel.

shipped in 24 hours. Cornell Electronics
4215-17 University San Diego California

1-305-261-5223.

92105

ARIZONA. Television sales/service for sale
by non -technician owner. Good technician,
salesman on payroll. Grosses $100,000 plus.
Number one shop in resort community. Make
offer. Write Box 1075, Wickenburg, Arizona,

TF

SUPREME Diagram Manuals, Radio Television, useful 14 volumes, regular
$55.50, special only $25.00. Beitman, 1760
Balsam, Highland Park, IL 60035.

tested on the actual FCC em Plus 'Self

in

$205,000 annual gross. Start tomorrow for
only $130,000 (includes $88,000 in fixed assets. Will consider exchange for Colorado or
Arizona property. Write or call Bob Dunn at
Wheeler Realty Company, 530 South College, Fort Collins, Colorado 80524; (303)

CHICAGO-TV SERVICE SHOP established 6 years. Grossing over $50,000.

test set, Philips Dual -Trace scope, Philips PM

6664 520 MHZ counter, HP -8654A 10-520
MHZ AM/FM signal generator, Lampkin 205c
deviation meter, TV Tube caddy. Call Bob,
5/80
(303) 366-2380.

vice operation

484-6720.

ONCUE ELECTRONICS
1761 West Liberty Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA. 15226

mingham, AL 35209.

Fantastic opportunity in "God's Country."
Thriving TV Sales and Service business in
beautiful Fort Collins, Colorado. Largest ser-

6/80

85358.

5/80

P.O. Box 26348 w w
Sari Francisco, CA 94126

PRINTED Circuit Boards: Your artwork, quick

PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING EQUIPMENT capable of producing four high quality
tubes per day (WILL TRAIN TO OPERATE)

delivery, reasonable. Quantity discounts.
ATLAS CIRCUITS, Box 974, Waynesville,
NC 28786 (704) 456-3739.

6/80

$3600. Call or write Atoll Television, 6425
Irving Park, Chicago, Illinois 60634, ph. 3125/80
545-6667.
SONY -PANASONIC -RCA -ZENITH -EXACT

REPLACEMENT PARTS-LARGE INVENTORIES-SEND PART OR MODEL NUM-

BERS-WILL UPS COD-GREEN TELE
RADIO DISTRIBUTORS, 172 SUNRISE
HIGHWAY, ROCKVILLE CENTRE, N.Y.

SCRAMBLED -TV WHAT IT IS -HOW IT
WORKS. New publication explains how the
two encoding/decoding systems used today
work. Theory, circuits, etc. Send $9.95 to:
Workshop, Box 393E7, Bethpage NY 11714.

WANTED

MECHANICALLY INCLINED INDIVIDUALS
Assemble electronic devices in your home.
Knowledge or experience not necessary. Get
started in spare time. Above average profits.
$300-$600/wk. possible. Sales handled by
others. No investment -Write for free details.
ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT LAB, Box
TF
1560B, Pinellas Park, FL 33565.

NEW JERSEY. T.V. Sales and Service.
Business and Building. Located in prime
commercial location. Established 7 years.
Terms available. Pete Hayes, 280 Kingston

Road, Parsippany New Jersey. 201-3865/80

TUNER SERVICE serving over 400 dealers
in the Chicago area wants additional lines.
Write or call: Economy Tuner Service., 4901

9794

parts: Delco, Chrysler, Philco-Ford,

N. Elston, Chicago, IL 60630. Phone 312-

Television service. Comfortable income.

Motorola, Panasonic and many others. Large

282-3939.

Friendly customers. Pleasant surroundings.

11570

Automobile radio and tape replacement

inventory. Laran Electronics Inc. 3768 Boston Road, Bronx, NY 10469 (212) 881-9600
TF
out of New York state (800) 223-8314.
COPY Television Satellites! Parabolic screen
mesh dish kits. Pre-cut ready to assemble. 8,

4/80

Wanted for Cash: 53, 7N7, 7F7, 6L6 metal,
6AF6, 6HU8, 304TL, all transmitting, special
purpose and Eimac tubes, etc. DCO Inc., 10

Schuyler Avenue, North Arlington, N.J.
07032, Toll Free (800) 526-1270.

7/80

12 and 16 foot sizes available. Reasonable

prices. Send SASE for details. MARBLE
ELECTRONICS, 32 Sea Street North, Wey6/80
mouth, MA 02191.
Satellite Television -Movies, Sports, etc. Build

or buy your own Earth Station. Article gives
alot of hard -to -find, necessary information.
Send $3.00 for article to: Satellite Television,
TF
R.D.3, Box 140, Oxnard, NY 13830.

TUBES-Receiving, Industrial and Semiconductors, factory boxed. Free price list.
Low, low prices. TRANSLETERONIC INC.
1365 -39th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11218E
800-221-5802, 212-633-2800.
Sams Photofacts. Numbers 272 thru 1549-

$1500 00. Also, other service notes, test
equipment, parts & tubes in original packaging. Call for price and information 212-8891040.

WANTED: PICTURE TUBE REBUILDING
EQUIPMENT working or not. Write or call
Atoll Television, 6425 Irving Park, Chicago,
5/80
Illinois 60634. Phone 312-545-6667.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
EXTRA INCOME! NO SELLING! Distribute
VIDEO GAMES ad cards from your shop or
on service calls and earn easy commissions!
Write: VIDEO, Box 27348, Dept. ET1, Mpls.,
5/80
MN 55427.
FLORIDA SUNSHINE -TV REPAIR SHOP.
Well established and equipped. Provable net.
No SONY or warranty. Owner retiring -Priced
to sell. Call or write E. R. Houston, UBI, 3981
University Blvd. S., Jacksonville, FL 32216.
5/80
(904) 731-1750.

DREAM COME TRUE! Turn -key established

Enjoyable living. Available after June 1st.
Owner moving to Caribbean island this fall.
Bolton's, Box 1221, Shawnee, OK 74801.
Phone: day, (405) 273-1900; evening (405)
273-8270. No Friday evening or Saturday
5/80
calls, please.

HELP WANTED
ELECTRONICS/AVIONICS EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES. Report on jobs now open.
Details FREE. Aviation Employment Information Service, Box 240Y, Northport, New York
11768

Perform a
death -defying
act.
Stop smoking.
Give Heart Fund t'

American Heart Association\
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THANKS FOR
AD IADEX
Page No.
HELPING TO KEEP 106 B & K Precision/Dynascan Corp. ..5
107 Beckman Instruments
13
UNITED WAY
108 Cooper Group, The
Circle No.

IN BUSINESS.

109 Electronic Book Club
110 Enterprise Development Corp.

30

43

232

Hewlitt-Packard Co.

30

233-239 Leader Instr. Corp.

30

240-243 Marconi Instr.

30

244-249 Meguro Electronics Inc.

30

250-252 3-M Co.

30

Coy 3
10

253-255 Radiometer Electronics

30

General Electric Co./Tube Div.

29

256-260 Sound Technology Inc.

30

261-262 Sencore Inc.

30

114 Hykon Mfg. Co.

4

263

Tektronix

30

115 MCM Audio Inc.

3

264

Viz Mfg. Co.

30

21

116 Mallory Dist. Prod. Co.

11

117 Optima Electronics

42

Coy 2,

1

44

DEALER'S SHOWCASE
Circle No.

Page No.

140 GC Electronics

42

119 RCA Corp./QT Parts Div.

8-9

141 Columbia Video Systems

42

121 Howard W. Sams & Co.

39

142 Sony Consumer Prod. Co.

42

120 Sperry Tech Inc.

28

143 Electronic Relays Inc.

42

104 Triplett Corp. (for info)

Coy 4

144 Newcomb Audio Prod. Co.

42

105 Triplett Corp. (for demo)

Coy 4

145 Winegard

44

146 Electronic Industries Co.

44

147 Cose Technology Corp.

44

148 Page Alert Systems

44

TEST IASTR. RAT.
Circle No.

Page No.

150 Weston Instruments

38

This index is furnished for the readers' convenience.
However, the publisher can not guarantee its accuracy
due to circumstances beyond our control.

!NW PRODUCTS
Circle No.

Page No

130 Spirig

40

131 Simpson Electric Co.

40

132 Continental Specialities

40

133 Herman H. Smith Inc.

40

YOU

134 Exact Electronics Inc.

40

1000000LIGuag

135 Antenna Dev. & Mfg. Co.

41

136 Airpax Inc.

41

000
aoD

137 Techni-Tool Inc.

41

138 Peterson Mfg.

41

oat]
000

FEATURES AUDIO BENCH
Circle No.

Page No.

201-203 Amber Electro Design
204

B & K Precision

205-209 BPI

30
30

IN OUR FIGHT
AGAINST

30

BIRTH
DEFECTS

210-213 Eico Electronic Instr.

30

works. For all of us. United Way

214

Fidelipac

30

A Public Service of This Magazine & The Advertising Council

215

Fidelity Sound Inc.

30

48 / ETID - May 1980

30

Hickok Electrical Instr.

30

7

118 Radiometer Electronics

r21,

224

General Electric Co./TV Div.

102 PTS Electronics Inc.

Thanks to you, It

30

229-231 Krohn -Hite Corp.

41

113 Hitachi Denshi America Ltd.

Every year, United Way
successfully continues to
support local human service
agencies in communities all
across the United States.
A lot of the credit for this
success goes to the dedicated
efforts of people in business -to
top corporate leaders who
volunteer their organizational
skills and financial expertise,
to middle -management people
who work lunch -hours and
evenings to help organize local
campaigns and collect money,
to the newest mailroom clerk
who swallows his shyness and
asks his fellow workers for
a last-minute contribution.
And by operating like any
other modern, well -run business
enterprise, United Way
succeeds in delivering the
maximum in human services
for the dollars that
are collected.
Thanks again
for your help.

221-223 Hewlett-Packard Co.

225-228 Kikusui

111 Fluke Mfg., John

103 Fuji-Svea Enterprises

30

15

....28

Fordham Radio Supply

216-220 Heath Co.
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Model 3400 has features that
upstage th r o pact D OMs.
Built to fit your hand and budget, the new
Model 3400 (shown actual size) is loaded with
features. Like a color coded single range
switch for one -hand selection of all functions
... overload protection for all ranges and 200
hour minimum battery life ... time -saving
automatics including auto -zeroing, autopolarity, auto low -battery and auto-overrange
indication
. easy to read .5"LCD readout.
Six functions and 24 ranges, typical DC
accuracy .5% Rdg, including High and Low
Power Ohms for sensitive IC testing, makes
the Model 3400 ideal for design, production
and maintenance testing, vocational tech
training schools, commercial electronic
equipment test and measurement use.
1. HAND SIZE, 31/2 digit, single range switch
-6 function, 24 ranges with Hi and Low
.
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Power Ohms, Auto -zero and Auto -polarity.
2. OVERLOAD PROTECTION-Protected up
to 600 volts on all ranges with special
2 fuse arrangement.
3. BATTERY LIFE -200 hour minimum with
9V battery, display includes low battery
indication.
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*$*

ONLY

$140

Includes test leads, new screw -on insulated
alligator clips for the probe, 9V alkaline
battery, plus instruction book and 1 year
warranty.
For a demonstration, contact your Triplett
distributor, Mod Center or representative.
Triplett Corporation, Bluffton, Ohio 45817
(419) 358-5015, TWX (810) 490-2400.
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Tri

lett performance... a tough act to follow
...Circle No. 104 for information
...Circle No. 105 for FREE demonstration
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